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SA Legislature
Approves Bill;
~Sends To Allen

SA Looks

Into Buc/,get
Student Association Presi- ested students could support
dent Scott Barnett called a their own religious groups as
special meeting of the Stude.~t many other universities do.
Association legislature for
A stalemate in the discusThursday night to continue sion came about when some ·
<liscussion of organizational . representatives said that only
budget requests.
20 per cent of the funds acSA Secretary of Finance ·counted for in the proposed
Dave Searles, last week pre- budget were presented to
sented the budget for recom- them.
mendations concerning allotSearles said that in order
ments to student organiza- for students to make a decitions.
sion on student funds a legisQuestions about the budget lator must decide where each·
centered around the Universi- student's $30.50 student activity Religious Council. The ty fee is going.
FURTHER DISCUSSION replanned allotment for the
Council was $325. There was ~ lated to the fact that 80 per
motion to withhold funds from cent of the budget allotment
the organization but -thE: legis- was not even seen. Many 1f
lature will wait until the State the representatives felt they
Attorney General gives a couldn't make any recommenstatement concerning the le- dations on the portion that
gality of stopping the group was submitted to them.
Linda Thornton, commuter
from receiving an allotment.
MANY OF THE representa- representative, said "It's intives pointed out that inter- consistent that. we have to
vote on a physical education
budget v,:hich · includes salaries, and intercollegiate activities. These don't seem to
come under student organizations."
Searles plans to speak to
the legislature on Thursday
night and suggest to the group
A freshman suspended Nov. some constructive recommen2 following a decision · made dations it can make regardby the · USF Board of- Disci- ing the budget.
pline and Appeals will have a
public hearing · ·before Asst.
Attorney General Rivers Buford.
The hearing has been set
for 10 a.m. Wednesday in ti:Je
Conference Room near tne
President's office in the USF
Administration Building; however, the student has requested the hearing time to be
changed to 1 p.m.
Pres. John Allen and Dr. Al· James Hoffer, appeareq be- fred Lawton, . dean --q-f the Colfore 'the _USF board · Quarter i . tege of- Medicine, visited
in connection with an alleged Washington, D.C., recently to
theft of products from a soft confer on plans for the coldrink machine in ·a USF resi- leges of Medicine and Nursing
dent hall.
proposed for USF.
The decision of the board to
They met with officials of
suspend Hoffer for Quarters I the National Institutes of
and II was judged as unjust Health and with architectural
by the student and he there- consultants to discuss final
fore appealed to the Board of details relating to the application of funds from the NIH.
Regents.
The Florida Legislature
Harold Hooks, former chief
the basic appropriation
made
Stuthe
for
of legal research
dent Association, prepared for the College in 1967, and
Hoffer's appeal to the Re- again in the special session of
1968. The NIH is being asked
gents.
In a Nov. 10 report to the to make a matching grant of
USF Student Affairs Commit- federal funds to encourage the
tee, Ben Brown, chief justice creation of additional medical
of student court of R~view, schools.
said he thought the decision
on the case would be referred
to the committee for appeal
following Hoffer's appeal to
Pres. John S. Allen.
However, in a Nov. 22 stateThere will be no checks
ment in The Oracle, Allen cashed at either Andros or
said he was shown no new ev- Argos bookstores, Business
idence and therefore, dis- Manager Andrew C. Rogers
missed the case.
said.
Rogers said he is tightening
Following next Wednesday's
hearing, Buford will review controls concerning check
Hoffer's case and make a rec- cashing by students. The .only
ommendation to the Board of places students can cash
Regents. The Board will then C'hecks on campus are the
make a final decision con- University Cashier's Office
cerning what action should be and the University Center
Bookstore.
taken in this case.

See Editorial, Page 4
A revised version of the Student Righ'ts Bill was sent to
Pres. John Allen Friday, following nearly three months of
· scrutiny by the. University
Student Affairs Council.
The council May 7 returned
a revised copy of the bill to
the Student Association )egislature. The legislature approved it with almost no discussion Thursday night.
· If accepted by Pres. Allen,
the bill will come before the
student body in a general ref~
erendum and then before the
legislature again in order to
incorporat~ it in the Student
Association Constitution.
IF PRES. ALLEN does not
accept the bill the process Will
]1ave to begui again and return to the legislature for revisions and . go through the
Student Affairs Council a second time.
Members of the legislature
felt that . any changes in the
bill by them would only
prolong its acceptance.
. They passed the bill hopefully 'to enable its inclusion in
the September Student Handbook.
THE l\IAIN revi~ion by the
Student Affairs Council concerned due process.
Another area of discussion
was the University's right to

Hearing Set
For Hoffer

Allen, Lawton
Attend D.C.
Conference

Rogers .Tightens
Check Policy

AT ATTORNEY . GENERAL'S
~

'

'

'

'

~
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enter dormitory rooms and
the student's right of privacy.
At one of the council's meetings, Herbert J. Wunderlich,
vice president of Student Affairs, read an advisory opinion by Earl Faircloth, state
attorney general, which stated
that university officials could
not search rooms without a
search warrant.

Freedom from expulsion,
suspension of deprivation of
the privileges of student
status or from pressure which
could lead the student to withdraw from the University
ivithout due process.
Included in this due process
is th'e rights to be informed in
writing of all the rights of due
process, the final decision of
his case and the proper proceIN THE F1NAL draft of the dure for appeal.
bill, the _University was given
IN ADDITION, the student
the right to go into rooms only has the right to choose an ad·
for health, sanitation, mainteministrative review or a pubnance and emergency. rea-lic or private review by a
sons.
duly constituted disciplinary
The revised Bill of Rights
board or committee whose dedeals with ' the following .
cision must be in accord with
areas:.
the state ~tutes and Board
The right to participate in of Regents policy.
establishing all rules and poliThe right to review their
cies which affect the student personal USF academic tranand to participate in the poliscript and disciplinary record
cy decision making process and to challenge statements
. and curriculum development
made there.
of the University.
All student records shall be
FREEDOM from unjust ex- regarded as confidential and
tension of University authortiy not available for release to
in disciplinary matters. Free- anyone except with the writdom from the double jurisdic- ten approval of the student or
tion of civil authorities and in response .to a valid court
the University;
order.

:

Parking Report Complete
in the 1968-69 Traffic Regula- , served· spaces for division
heads and two reserved
tions.
;for the Student. Associspaces
learned
has
ORACLE
THE
A report by a temporary
ation.
committee set up by Pres. that -some of the recommenJohn Allen last November to dations submitted by the stu:
1"" A REGISTRATION fee
study the USF's parking and dent-!aculty committee were :
,,.., Creation · of a nine- of $5 and higher fines of.$2, $5
traffic fine system has been
forwarded to the state attor- -member student board of ap- and $10 per year began in
ney general's office by the peals with the chairman and September to provide money
University Executive Commit- secretary members of the stu- for: additional parking lots 'and
tee.
dent-faculty Traffic Commit- to bring better compliance
The attorney general's of- tee.
with parking regulations.
,,,. A reduction of fines to $2
fice will test the legality of
President Allen ip.dicated
the document and return it to for the first offense, $3 for the
the Executive Committee for second and $5 for each addi- Thursday that students wollld
consideration. The final docu- -tional offense during one .have to comply more strictly
ment . must be approvea by quarter.
to regulations if fines are .lowthe Board of Regents· and
ered.
Ii" A PERIOD during· regisfiled. with ·the Secretary of
tration and three days into the
State to become law. · , ·
Security records show that
.term when warning: citations
increased after the
·violations
Pres. Allen expects an-opin- pnly would be given.
,,_, .Ten minute loading and .. fines were ,rais,!!d ~ast Septemion from the attorney ·general' s office in June. The .ear- . unloading zones in front of ·ber ··· .
liest possible date for the new .
.- He feels that the reason for
_buildings.
regulations to go into · effect ·
,.,, Additional recommerrda- the high rate of violations is
would be September because
they would have.to be printed tions were for additional re- ·because "we don't. : have
By POLLY WEAVER
Editor

enough parking lots right next
to the Theatre or Administra- ·
tion Buidling."
"AS IT IS now we had to
get special permission from
the State Road Department
and the Board of Regents to
build as many parking lots as
we have with oilr own funds."

A high rise parking facility
is being discussed to adjoin
the proposed 10-story librar_y.
This facility would operate on
a pay basis to pay for itself
and to finance ,other parking
facilities, Allen said.
Edgar W. Kopp, dean of the
College of Engineering and
chairman of the temporary
\
.
committee, said the report
was a product of a unanimous
decision and he hoped it would
be accepted ln its entirety.

Photo by Richard Smoot

Indians Scalp USF
. . . See Family Day Pictures, Page 2

Federal Funds Seek To Narrow Education Gap .
/

By TOl\I J11\IENEZ
Staff Writ.er
Traditionally, responsibility
for educiation in America has
rightfully or wrongfully been
one of the sacred cows reserved to the local community. Hillsborough County is no
exception.
And yet, faced with the
enormous task of closing the
educational gap between the
races, Hillsborough County,
-like so many other communities, has had to rely on Federal help fo solve the problem.
This installment looks into
some of the community pro'.grams, both local and national, which are directed toward
-giving the Negro .a break in
attaining a better education
and in preparing him for
greater participation in higher
learning.
ROBERT GILDER, · president of the Tampa chapter of
the NAACP, believes that the
"push" for closing the educa-

tional gap must be a _commu- ~-W-~it~K&1.f..~lliil:tfJTuim:i!u&~~dTu&i&~1T~zaG~b~\ii't~~w~ Council ·. (TE0C). a · local
group of businessmen, profesnity effort. But he also says
and educators. ·Few of
sionals,
fails,
that if the community
NEGRO EDUCATION:
these programs are directly
then the Federal government
Thelilack
related to higher education,
·
must get into the act.
and the
but all have an impact oh pre· "For years the school sysparing disadvantaged persons
tem has spent less money in
of all races . for -university
Negro schools than in white
training.
schools," said Gilder. He
TEOC . services, operates
added that "once you are beand distributes the funds to
hind, you've got to run to
· all the agencies that it serves.
catch up. 1'
.. ~ The .programs are: ·Head
GILDER SAID that the high
S~ries
· Stait - COPE;: Neighborhood
school education today, "is
, Service . Program; ·Project
·not adequate, yet you can't
: ENABLE; Foster · Grandparplace the entire- blame on any
. ents; Tampa Oral School for
facet of the community." He
added . that more . money i~s.~4":..¥JiiUittt.fil~~1.f:i~&.;W.£X:~. dt~z-film~Eff&Tu~~'fu"·,:~fart~~ the Deaf; the Day Care pro.
gram and LAW Inc.
should be spent on the schools
of --programs allow them to administer U1e
combination
STiffiTHEAD
PROJECT
to
"of greatest need in order
sponsored by the Federal; operating programs as much COPE is probably the most
straighten out the matters of
and local governmental as possible. In a recent two- dramatic program in prepar:
State
the school system in relation· agencies. Much of the money month period over 11,000 local ing disadvantaged youngsters
ship to the Negro."
comes f r o m Washington families were assisted by for school in that it -begins to
He said, " the gerryman'
the Office of Econom- OEO programs.
attaclt the ' problem before the
dering (political manipula- through
(OE'<)}.
Opportunity
ic
There an~ 11 programs · child enters schoob It · is dition) they have done in this
THE BASIC IDEA is to per- under the direction of ·. the rected toward strengthening
county has got to stop."
The "push" for better. mit the community to deter- · OEO in this area. Seven of health and · nutritio.nal stanNegro educational opportunity mine where the priorities for these · ·are handled by the . dards through parent educain the Tampa Bay area is a · action · are needed and to Tampa ·Economic Opportunity tion and clinical help with the

Second

Of A

-·

home) ; the College Workpre-school child.
Dr. Phillip Adler, a promi- Study Program (financial aid
nent Tampa pediatrician, has program for college students
this to say about "Head Start- ·holding campus jobs); and
Volunteers in Service to
Cope" :
"Negroes in the lower . America (VISTA), a sort of
socio-economic areas do not Peace Corps within America.
The first three programs all
have as good health habits. as
middle class white and Negro directly or indirectly foster
families. Their diet is not motivation for achieving as ·
well-sµperVised. T.heir chil- high an educational level as
dren have more colds than the individual is capable. of at~vhite kids."
taining:
OEO officials are disap"They depend on cheaper
foods, heavy in carbohydrates pointed that t;his year's Conto make up for the more ex- gress limited appropriations
pensive protein-rich foods. to $1.98-billion for the next fisOur job in this program-is to cal year. They point out that
help these kids to catch up so this amount is the same as for
that they have the physical this year's programs. They
fear that the amount is too
ability to learn."
to allow for any enrichsmall
THE FOUR OTHER programs funded directly by ment of the programs and
OEO are: Youth Corps (an that they will stagnate and
educational and job training wither without new funds.
SEVERAL 0 E 0 OFFI-,
program for the disadvantaged conducted in training CIALS are also concerned
areas a}Vi!Y from home); the about the amount of red tape
Neighborhood Youth Corps (a and excessive bureaucratic
similar program carried on at administrative reporting they

are required to do.
"When paper boulders get
to be roadblocks, I wonder
just how much good we are
doing," said one discouraged
official.
.
I
. In summary, everyone m
the programs at the community level 1i>ants to close the
·gap between racial educational opportunity but they are
running into serious difficulties. Lack of funds, adminis·
trative red tape, and maybe
just plain apathy on the part
of the average citizen appear
to be the most serious roadblocks.
Some success is in the wind
but will it be enough to equip
a sufficient number of young
Negro students with the education they will need to lead
their people?
Next week, The Oracle will
look at USF and its role in
fostering greater pai:ticipation
by Negro -students in higher
education.
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Aegean Out In JUiy
Distribution of the 1968 Aegean will be delayed until
probably mid-July or August.
Dr. Arthur M. Sanderson,
director of the Office of Cam. pus Publications, said problems ·in meeting deadlines
have caused the postponement.
As soon as the shipment arrives this summer, he said,
announcement will be made

in The Oracle and books will

when the y e a r b o o k s · ar-

be distributed in the Universi- ' rive. Other students or staff

ty Center lobby to those who who will not be on campus
have reserved copies.
this fall, and who have paid
Students who will not be in their $1 reservation fee , may
summer school may pick up bring or send their name and
their copies when they return address, along' with 50 cents
to school in September.
' mailing fee, to the Office of
Graduating seniors and oth- Campus Publications, 223 Uniers who have already request- versity Center. '
ed mailing service will have
Graduating seniors · a n d
their copies mailed to · the_m M.A. candidates who request-

ed mailing should notify the
Office if their July or August
address will' be different from
the June address they gave
'when they reserved their copies last year.
·
All reservations will be held
until October 1, Dr. Sanderson
said, after whic;h unclaimed
books will be sold and no refunds will be made.

CLOSED 'WEEKENDS RENOUNCED

Torrence,Appointed'
Court Chief Justice
' '

.

.

!

.

, Families Have pay

i .

Al Torrence, 3 POL, was ap-

pointed chief justice of the
Student -Court of Review by
the Student Association legislature Thursday night.
Torrence replaced B e n
Brown who withdrew: from
school earlier this quarter.
Rick Duran, currently legislati_ve assistant, was named ad-

Luau Sunday
At Argos
Pool Side
A Hawaiian Luau, complete with roast pigs and pineapples, will be held Sunday at
the Argos pool side from 5
p.m. to 7 p.m.
Hawaiian music will be ·provided by the_ Beachcombers.
There will also be dancing
entertainment by Elena and
· Wahinis, imports from Ha- waii.
The Luau· is presented by
, ~e University Food Service
~ and is for students; 'Staff and
(· faculty. ,
!"' ·Tickets will . be on '-· sale
.through Sunday at the Housing and Food Service Office in
· Argos Center. The tickets are
$1.25 for adults, and $1 for
children under 10. Resident ·
. students will be admitted at
· no additional cost if they are
. on the 21-meal plan.
·

ministrative assistant to the
president. Roger Coe replaced
Marco Vardi as senator. Jeff
-Taylor was appointed Basic
studies Representative replacing Coe. Appointed as a Fontana Hall representative was Bob Jackson.
BEGINNING May 24 at 2

p.m. the SA will participate in

a series of student , briefings
with
University President
John Allen and the executive
committee of the University.
Memb_ers .of the stude_nt. ~x
ecutive board will, include the
SA cabinet, presidents of' the
various student 'a rea councils,
and various members· of the
legislature. S A _ President

Bosserman· Speaks .
At Chapel Fellowship

\

Dr. Phi 11 i p : Bosserman,
speaking _at the University
Chapel -Fellowship Sunday,
said, "The Riot Comrinssion
· is telling the iruth, that< is,
· the white community is rac- ist." Bosserman said Berkeley will be th.e only community totally integrated as- far
as schools are concerned·. He
said USF should recognize
its heterogeneity and enlarge
its perspective to include this
factor. Bossermap said, "A
-slob is a . slob, - no matter
what race; a good man -js a
good .man, no _matter what
rac~."

•
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Scott Barnett said that he
hopes fo keep these meetings
a monthly event. · .
·
A resolution was passed
stating ._tha,t two students be
placed on the University Executive Committee, w h i c h
currently is not represented
by students.
·
THE RESOLUTION pointed out that the President of the
university reli~s . hel!-vily on .
.tbe decisions of the committee
and these decisions often deal
wjth student welfare- and ilc;
tivities~ ·- ,.
-The SA -passed . resolutions
_t~at .the Uniyersity admipis' t:Fatjon< · consult ·. am~i:make , .
known to the' SA LegiSlilture
any a.11 ti c.i p a t e"d intra- . .
liniversit)r,,ree- rais_es prior fo
imple(Ilenbi.tioIJ, and · tliat on
campiis extensions be placed ·
in ill major buildings so .t hat
they will' be available any
time of day or night.
_- _...
The ur.gent . concern' .·was
closed . weekends which ·prohibit the sehedulliig of any
events or . outings during
Spring 'Spectaculfll'. _or Fall
Frolics weekends. The legislation stated . that USF is now
large enough so · that all stiidents shoUld be free to decide
whethe; entertainment for a
particular weekend is worthy '.·
of ' a t t e n d a n c e or •non:
<1..
attendance. The legislature· is
going to inform Mrs. M!l!l'-;
shall, director '.of Student Or- ·
ganizations, if the ·s~ doesn'.t
approve of closed - weekends
and recommend -that they be
discontinued.
. _ ·

ilfimi:~~
. ~UtlliG!2~.llER
__ i Eii'l_1frW2\1'.mBKEiX!fil

!
_ H

painting were just' part of the many activities. The ,Dick Bloc Family and Cnb Scout .
. P¥k 22 were part of the a.fternoon's entertainment:'The Pack performed .a ritual Indian
Dance, with authentic homemade · costumes.

Photos by Richai:d Smoot
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:Art · -q~iects'
On :pisp Iay
.

Business ;-Administration :,r, ·<3~l1&~ies
Forl'ns ~dvisofy Board
Dean Robert S. Cline of the College of _Business Adminis-Colege of Business Adminis• tration. ·
Membership of the Council
· tration announced the formation of the Business Adminis- shall consist of , any undergraduate ·of graduate student
tration Advisory _Council.
The Council is composed of o'f the College of Business Adstudents from the College ·of ministration desirous of beBusiness Administration and
will attempt to facilitate the _
Collins Rally Set Today
free exchange of ideas beA motorcade will ·form in
_tween the students of the Col- · back of ijie University Center
lege and the faculty and ad- between 3 p.m. and, 3:30 p.m.
ministration.
today and proceed to the InAny student may present ternational Inn for a student
his ideas and opinions to any _ rally for LeRoy Collins, _candi·
committee member at any _ date for U.S. Senate.
time.
Collins, ·a former governor
In addition, the Council' will will be present. at the rally.
·serve as a unifying force to
Steve . ~nderson, campus
coordinate and · promote all chairman for Collegiates for .
college activities. The Council Collins, said "Gov. Collins has
will also develop and main- always proven his strong 'intain - relations ·between the terest in youth. This is our
business community and the chance to prove our ~upport."

..

The University~Center - Program Council had
· /family ·Da.y for_ sµideiits, sta.ff and faculty
·_ .Sunday at Riverfront Park. Ga-mes .and contests filled the a{ternoon . . Fishing with poles
• and bait provided, · kite _flying, and finger-

Th~ : Annual High School
Scholarship Competition opens
Monday and Will run through
_May 31 in the University -Center gallery.
USF sponsors the ' stat.e- ·
coming a member, as pre- _wide contest that takes in ·ap- _
scribed in the by-laws· of the proximately 50 high schools.
One; entry is selected froin
Council.
each school and the' winner
Future programs · include wjJl_ receive a . .three-quart~r
speakers, student orientation
and advising assistance, and scholarship to USF. 1'J selecother ·activities that could be tion, of the works will . be on
of interest to students from all sale.
1
Art Day will be held May 24
departments within the Cole for local high schools. · Stu·
lege -of Business Administra- dents will visit USF, tour the .
tion.
·
Art Department, and View
John , Valentino, 4ECN, ls films
.
. currently serving -as chairman ·
•
of the Council. Other memPresently on exhibit iri the
bers ' include John Carey, Theatre and Fine Arts · gal.: 4ACC, t_reasurJ!r, R o b e r t leries are .student art objects.
Garvy, 4M KT., secret'ary, They .have been selected by
Richard Lane, · 4MKT, Dan the faculty and some are for
·
Reid, 3MKT, and Ron Van- sale.
winkle, 3FIN. ·
· ',l'he Theatre Gallery houses
Pernament mempership . on . paintings and photOgrf!phs
the · Council will be deter- · and the Fine Arts ,gallery . bas
mined -through college-\vide drawings, sculpture, pottery,
elections in the fall. .
and prints.
·

.

·i

USF 'RallY .Draws 300
USF Students for McCarthy where they were urged to jo4t program of reading, arithmesupplied their own entertain- the door-to-door studerif·cam-. tic and written and oral exment cast' at -a studerit rally . - paign for McCarthy.
- • · · pression.
for preside~tial . hopefuJ.. Eu-' - -DR. PHILIP BOSSERMAN, .
'.' I THJNK WE'VE SPENT_
gen_e McCarthy Wedriesday -- Americy.n Idea a5sociate pro- · _enough time with pilot projnight on -Crescent Hill.'
,_ . fessor, proposed a Bay Area · ects,"· Bosserm_an said. "Now
Simon and Garfunkel ;md "teachers' corps" for disad~ we need a massive injection ·
Paul Newman · usually pre- _ vantaged 'children:
·· ,,
of ourselves.'"
ceeded Senator l\'icCarthy on · Bosserman suggested · the
Former . USF student Ben
his campaign trail, but at . corps ·as a continuing project' · BroWn said, "Students , above
USF it was Twilight's Chi!- •for active'McQarthyites'. -• . · -·all Americans, have a right to
dren and the RuriecaSters
,' He -said the corps' backers be proud that Senator Mc;Carwith folk singing and political aimed--for a 1969 starting date . thy is representing a side of
satire. .
.'
and: 'Ei{l eventual group _of .200- '. America never before repreSome 300 s_tudents , were at- .. 300 - teachers supplementing sented in a.presi!iential electracted to the outdoor rally · -regular ·teachers in' a crash _tion. ~ '
.
'
. . '
''We're very iotj:unate to ·
' have a man -finally ~me on
the scene .who represents our ·
_McCarthy · is sclieduled to arrive: in Talnpa' Thursday and · views," he said. ·
will speak at CUrtis HiXcm at a progiani starting at 8 :30 pirh. · -Also there fo give their sup- \
There is no admission charge. · ·
. : · _- _
- ·. · . p,prf were David Havan,
TWILIGHT'S CIDLDREN
A $20' a plate reception dinner will be held for McCarthy ·rn~mber of the state executive
•.. sing at rally
from 6 · to 8 p_.m. in the Suncoast Ballr:oom of the Sheraton- committee · for the · McCarthy
Films of the McCarthy camTampa. Tickets for this event-are available at .the Franklin · . campaign in Florida and Ray
Street headquarters.
_
· .,
.Hooks, chairman of Hillsbor- paign and David Schoenbrun's
Two campaign films will'b11 shown here _at~ p.m: tonight in -ough Cotlnty Concerned Dem- Chicago speech on Vietnam
~-·
the Chemistry Auditorium.
·
were also shown.
ocrats. ·

_.' *

*~ *

WHATGroup
.
.

.

Min-us, .Pete,rson
.

Students Ponder University Riots ·

.

By BOB BROWN'
Bob~ i _Parkinson,
resi~ent
Staff Wriiel' · _
counselor - in . Gamma H;l.11.
"l
. Friday a ·. symposium was
Miss ParfilrIB,on i;tressed the
held C!Gnc~i;ning · disturoances _necessity of untlerstanding ·the ··
in the nation's universiti\lS_- . nature of students. She .includThe meeting, sponsored - by ed .$t. Augustine's problem
Women Here' And There Witli his _students, and added,
(WHAT) featured two student in ~st tl'iat "dissent .can everi:'
speakers,. follo;wed by audi- get the go-at of-a saint.''
ence discussion.
Miss Parkinson approached
Martha Peterson, president _the topic of the New Left,\ acof Barnard College~ an affili- centing· her belief that ~his
ate of_· Columbia University, spirit was .healthy but miswas unable to attefid because guided.1
.
of the · recent turmoil there.
Quoting from a letter ~on- ·
The meeting 'opened ~th in: _ cerning the feasibility of a
troductory remarks. by Sally Student for Democratic Socie_Jo ' Po~er, ,. WHAT president. ty chapter on campus, she re· She emphasized the gather- info~ced th~ belief that the 1 •
. ing's purpose - increasing New Left, even though sin·
_communication - and intro- cere, seems · to be a "satire"
dµce~ the first speaker, Miss
on meaningful dissent.

Sally Jo Power Talks At Symposium
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PROTEST CENSORSHIP

FSU Editor Asks Boycott

l

Seminoles Stage 'Sit-In'
.

* **

House Stop,s Aid
To Protestors.
By MARILYN MUNYER
StaH Writer
The U.S. House of Representatives voted Thfirsday
to deny federal financial support to any college student
who takes part in a campus ,
uprising, sit-in, or seizure of
buildings that disrupts college
01terations.
H e r b e r t J. Wunderlich,
Vice-President of Student Af- fairs, said that he "wasn't
against peaceable assembling
as long as a student doesn't
deny others of their rights.
"I can find no excuse for
trespassing and destruction of
public property, however I
feel any student should be
able to express himself in
peaceful sit-ins and demonstrations."
This restriction on aid now
benefiting about 1.5-million
students, about 25 per cent of
the total college enrollment,
in the form of governmentsubsidized loans, grants, and .
workstudy payments, was approved in a 305-54 roll call.
The ban, sponsored by Rep.
Otis Pike, D-N.Y., did not
specify how to · determine .
whether a student has been
involved in a demonstration of
this type, but that this decision would be left up to college authorities.

Taste
that
beats
the
others
cold!

Pike's amendment was an
obvious reaction to violent
outbreaks at colleges across
the country and was approved
348-5 and sent to the Senate.
Meanwhile in Tallahassee,
State Sen. Mallory Horne last
Friday asked for permanent
expulsion of any student or
professor who "participates in
an overt act of rebellion
against the state. "
Just last Monday at a Board
of Regents meeting in Gainesville, Chairman Chester Ferguson issued a statement saying that student riots would
not be tolerated in Florida
universities.
~ In a letter to University
Chancellor Robert Mautz,
Horne requested the State
Board ·of Regents to estabish
and publish a clear set of
standards, the violation of
which would result in expulsion.
Horne's letter was written
following the second day of
student protests .against censorship of a publication at
Florida S t a t e University
(FSU).
According to reports, Horne
referred to the remarks made
by a professor iat the protest
rally when he said in his letter to Mautz that a psychology professor flaunted the authority of the FSU president
and begged for dismissal.
The senator _further stated
that he hopes the professor
would be quickly accommodated.

Florida State University to the administration for re(FSU) students have staged a view after the story had alround-the-clock "sit-ill" since ready cleared the BOSP was
Thursday protesting the cen- a violation of principles estabsorship of a short story, "Pig
Knife" from the campus lit- lished by the Board.
erary. magazine, "The Leg- . BOYLES AND Champion
end."
both felt the language used in
story was "filthy and ofthe
The story cleared the Board
of S t u d e n t Publications fensive" in contrast to Mrs.
(BOSP) but was referred to Akers comments when -she
said the language in question
the administration by Billy O.
was "significant . to . the sucBoyles, BOSP adviser.
cess of the story."
The vigil in front of the FSU
According to associate proadministration . b u i 1d i n g, fessor of English Mike Shaara
Wescott Hall, followed rejec- and Dr. Scott Byrd, · both
tion of the story by FSU Pres. members · of the BOSP, the
John Champion.
· story was not obscene as a
ACCORDING TO "The Leg- whole and the language in
. end" editor Laurel Akers, the question was used to create
issues involved were ·broader the mood and character of a
than the four-letter words literary work.
objected to by <:;hampion and
Vice-President of Student
Boyles.
Affairs John Carey said the
....._ "This is the fourth issue of student demands would be
censorship this year," she given consideration as soon as
commented, citing the burn- possible by the faculty relaing of a campus humor maga- tions ·committee formed by
zine, the banning of a contro- Champion Saturday.
versial film on North VietTHE STUDENT protestors
nam, and the withholding of are demanding the dismissal
an editorial from the school of BoyleS and the abolition of
newspaper.
his office or' at least a clarifiShe also added that the re- cation of his duties as an ad. ferral of the story by Boyles viser.

,

WED., THURS. MAY 15, 16
2 COLOR HITS
ROBERT VAUGHN

"Soul Out," a special dance,
will be held Friday in the University Center Ballroom at 9

The University Center is
presenting a Jazz and Poetry
Coffee House May 24 at 8 p.m.
in the University Center Ballroom. A jazz group will ac·
company the poetry reading
done by USF students and
staff members. Admission is
50 cents.

KINGCOME'S
TRIMMINGS
Sewing and Costum' Su'p plie.
• Millinery a·nd Needle -Point
Fla: Ave.' & Fa.,;ler'-Ph. 935-8168

ti-

On

Tickets
Sale Now
Curtis Hixon Box Office
Phone 229-6517

FRIDAY
JUNE 7TH.
8:151?.M.
eURTIS
HIX0N HALL

i'OUT ·oF SIGHT"
DIANE McBAIN

TICKET MAIL ORDERS NOW
$2.00 $3.00 $3.75 $4.75
CURTIS HIXON HALL
· BOX OFFICE
TAMPA, FLO!llDA

"ft'IARY JANE"
ALEX CORD

"STAGECOACH"

Official Notices
Bulletin Board notices should be sent
DIRECT to " Director1 'Campus Pu bli"\
cations, CTR 223," no later than
Wednesady noon for publication the f01·
lowing Wednesday.
Send news items direct to "Editor,

The Oracle, CTR 222/' ext. 619.
BASIC STUDIES ADVISEES:

Deg-

ree-seeking students enrolled in the Col·
lege of Basic Studies are expected to
meet with their advisers prior to the
end of this term for Quarter IV program planning .
Students who do not expect to .enroll
for Quarter IV but who plan to return
ln Quarter I should also see their ad·
visers fOr Quarter I program planning

Astronomy -

.

PHY 3"5

Biology, . Pre-Med, Z90Logy, etc,. LIF 202-A.
Business Administration - BUS 42.7.
.Education-EDU 112:
Engineering-ENG 304.

English, Journalism, PhHosophyAdv isees A-K: FAH 269.

Pick up an extra carton today!

SKYWAY DRIVE-IN

FABIAN

Art, Humanities, Theatre, Art Education - FAH 240.

Beauty Salon & Wig Center
Fletcher Ave. at 22nd St.
By Appointment 9:J5·1400

STUDENTS HAVE not
planned any definite means of
action if their demands are
not met; however, several . of
them vowed to take over campus buildings in the same
manner in which protestors at
Columbia University d i d
recently:

"Our Man Flint" starring
James Coburn is the weekend
movie Friday, Saturday, and
Sunday nights at 7:30 in Fine
Arts and Humanities 101. Admission is 25 cents.

The Florida High School Art
Competition will be on display
in the University Center Gallery, CTR 108, M o n day
through May 31.

fRI., SAT. 17, 18
3 COLOR HITS /
GARY LEWIS
& THE PLAYBOYS

23'l.

COLA

making the · grass in front of
Wescott Hall their home. Friday night, several students
were picked up by the police
for disturbing the peace t/Iat . is, the peaceful protes-·
tors who were trying to sleep.
While awaiting the final decision, innumerable students,
some long-haired and shoe1ess, others in bathing ~uits,
and others in dress clothes,
have been turning the lawn
into · a regular playground.
Guitar and bongo playing,
singing, dancing, sun-bathing
and other forms of entertainment 'have helped pass the
time during this six-day vigil.

Faculty members forming
the panel for this Viewpoint
are Dr. John C. Briggs, Chairman, Department of Zoology;
Dr. ·Frederick Eilers, assistant professor of botany and
bacteriology, and Robert J.
Burke, history instructor.
Free coffee will be served.

p.m. "The Heteregeneous
Grouping" will provide the
music. Wendell Johnson, USF
student, is the .singer with the
band. Admission is 50 cents.

"PT 109"

Anthropology, Area Studies, Geogra•
phy, History, Social Sciences - FOC

PEPSI•

Meanwhile, between 50 to
'200 · students are peacefully

A _Viewpoint on Genetics,
"Biological ,Control of Life,"
will be presented by the University Special Events Committee today at 2 p.m. in University Center (CTR) 252.

CLIFF ROBERTSON

Basic Studies advisers are located Tn
the following offices:

Honest-toPepsi taste!

Their other demands includes the immediate publication of "The Legend", including the censored story and a
guarantee that ,any extra expense incurred by the delay of
the publication will be met by
\he administration.
· The nine-member faculty
board appointed to discuss
"Pig Kni_fe" is headed by a
FSU math professor. · Following the board's decision,
the story will be sent back to
Champion for final approvaL

University Center
Announces Events

''THE SPY WITH MY FACE"

prior to the end of this term.

Soften Your
Spring Look
See

The editor of the FSU literary magazine
urged !,JSF Oracle staff members to boycott a
student newspaper workshop held at FSU Friday and Saturday.
In a letter to The Oracle, Mrs. Laurel Akers
stated that the workshop was "not conducive
to a free exchange of ideas."
Her . letter did not affect the pla~-s of ni_ne
Oracle staff members who attended the workshop.

Adv isees L-Z : FAH 266.

Languages - FOC 105.
Malhemalics - PHY 316.
Music - FAH 207.
,
. Physics - PHY 115.
BUS
Political Science, Pre-Law
451.
Psvchology - University Apt. 17.
Sociology - BUS 451.
I
Speech - ENG 34.
Speech Pathology-University Apt. 30.
UNDECIDED MA·
ADVISING ·
JORS:
Today, 8 to 11 a.m., PHY 211 .
Thursday, 2 to 5 p.m. PHY 209.
Mcmday, 1 to J p.m., PHY 211.
Friday, May 24, 9 a. m. to noon, PHY
211.
Students not pre.scheduled during lhiS
period must wait until registration.
ADMISSION: Today Is the las! day lo

apply for admission Or readmission for
Quarter IV 10-week, 6-week, or J..week
term A.
APPLICATIONS FOR EDITORSHIP_
and for some paid staff positions on
The Oracle, the 1969- Aegean, and the
5outh Florida Review may be obtained
in 1he Office of Campus PubliccltionS,
CTR 223, and must be returned before
Friday at s P.m.
COPIES of the 1968 South Florida Re·
view, literary magazine, are available in
the Bookstore at an on-campus price of
2~ cents each.

SUN., MON., TUE.MAY 19, 20,21
2 COLOR HITS
LEE MARVIN

Quarter IV starting Monday, June 10.
For additional information inquire at
Co-op Office, ENG J.
- wanted: Students with one fourth or
more American Indian blood (any
tribe) for CO-Op assignments with Bureau of Indian Affa irs . Education majors preferred but other areas accepted.
See Mr. Lt1pfon, Co-op Office, ENG 37,
ext. 171.

CHECKS PAYABLE TO

CURTIS HIXON HALL

"PO INT BLANK"

TICKUS.AlSO ON SALE AT: All
Sears stores in Tampa, Clearwa·
tor, St. Pelersbarg and lakelond,
and at·llelk-Lindsey of Bri~oo.

GEORGE HAMILTON

"JACK OF DIAMONDS"
Adm. 50c STARTS DUSK

Campus Date Book
Trme and room nu~bers of campus
organizations meeting regularly ara_
posfed on 1he bullein board at the Uni·
versity Center lobby.
TODAY
all
Registration,
Panhellenic-Rush
week, south Center lobby.
Students for Nixon, all week, north
Center lobby.

Leonard Baskin Prints, all week, CTR
100.
Florida State Board of Engineering
Exam, 8 a.m., CTR 200.
Sppervision. 7 Class, 8:30 a.m., CTR

205,

- .·.

...

·--"

l

TARZAN 11 LIKE WEEJUNS11
1
'LIKE.WEEJUNS"
JANE
. .
.
I
.
11
'B OY, LIKE WEEJUNS';!
CHEETA, ''NO Fl,T RIGHT''

Econbmics ·TutorJng, 2 p.m .. , BUS. 318.
Senior Accounting Organ11ation, 2
·
.
p.m .. BUS 107.
Senior Class Rehearsal, 5 p.m., BSA.
.Calholic Student Parish• s p.m .. RAN

~.

UOA .

I

.

Senior Class Play Rehears.al, 7 p.m.,
FAH 146.
Civil War Round Table, 8:3[) p.m.,
CTR 205.
University
Steering Committee Chapel Fellowship, 9 p.m., CTR 203.
THURSDAY
Florida State Board of Engineeing
Exam, 8 a .m., CTR 200.
Adult Degree Luncheon, noon, CTR
255·6.
WHAT, S p.m., RAN 114A.
University Chapel Fellowship, 5: 30
p.m,, RAN 109 E&F.
"Beyond the Horizoo." 1 p.m .• Thea·
tre.
Speed Reading, 7 p:m .• ADM 121 &
.
CHE 102.
Piano In Pre-School, 7:30 p.m., FAH

I

.

225.

David Jackson's Chamber Music Con•
cert, 0:30 p.m .. FAH 101.
FRIDAY
Sight and Sound '68, a a .m., CTR 1 252,
255-6.

Students for McCarlhy, 2 p.m., CTR
200.
"Beyond the Hori1on." 7 p.m., Thea·
tre.
Movie: "'Our Man Flint," 7:30 p.m .,
FAH 101.
Reader's Th~atre Production, 8 p.m .,
BSA.
Band Dance, 9 p .m., CTR 248.
SATURDAY
NDEA Institute for Disadvantaged, 8
11 . m ~ EDU Rooms
Sight and Sound '68, 8 a .m., CTR :252,
255-6.
"Beyond the Horizon,'' 7 p.m., Thea· ·

Ire.

Movie: " Our Man Flint," 7:30 p.m .,
'
FAH 101.

•
"

· Students for McCarthy Voter Drive, 9
a .m .. ilorlh Center lobbV.
Senior Class Dinner-Dance Ticket

sa~'i;.~~a.~... ~~,'h 2ce;~. 10 ~%

:::~

.

.

'

2ss.i;.

••••

·

'

·

.•.<i.

f1j~

111

••

Focus Debate, 7:30 p.m., CTR 252.
Town and Gown Club, 8 p.m., CTR

:::~
:::~

:-:-:

255-6.
"Barber of Seville," .8 :30 p.m-- Thea-

tr:lgh School

!~E~~n~:st, a.~

:~~~d~~~ :~~.McCarthy

8

.• CTR

Voter Dr;ve, 9
Manager and Motivation, 9 a.m ., N

C~~nl~~byClass

Dinner-Danco Ticket
Sale, 10 a.m,, soulh Center lobby.
· Dean's Luncheon, noon, CTR 255-6.
USF Couples Bridge, 7 p.m., CTR

lllf

••

:·.~ : ~_:~

ili~

-

•• • •

···•

ARGOS SHOP

:::i

~~;;.~~~';;~~:I

SAVINGS

view on campus. Check with Place- \ ·:•:·
menl, ADM 280, ext. 2081, for i[\lerview :::;:
locations and to schedule .appointments. :•:•:

any major interested in
C 1worko·
c1er1ca

p

O•

Ed

•

ucat1on

ea~~pt~~~tifii:oc:~!;~9 :~~' :.~~~

free hour, 2 p.m., CTR 248 .
FRIDAY, May 17
Encl-ol·Term Report lonns m ailed to
Co-ops on Training Period. Forms must
June 7., to ENG 37.
~---~~~

MONDAY, May20
Orientation Session for Co-ops who

~~!r~u~:il~~:;, ..fir;t~dr;,in;~~i:?;iro;

Firsl cr!~s ~e~~i~~;~rM~~~ students
going on Tra ining Period Quarter IV
who have registered for PSY 213, Ap-plied Psychology, or SOC 261, Social
0

i:~~:~::~~~~~;f~~~~::~
than 100 employers still seeking slu-

~~:;:AGS

~~:~:y

,

BOOK, STORE

::;:; COSMETICS

~::::

CHARMS
HAIR CURLERS
•

L

GO-GO BAGS

NYLON TRAVEL BAGS
KEY CHAINS

UUMSFBTRIEELSLAS .

BOOKS

KEY CH.1J1NS

T·SHIR:TS_

LAMPS

FILLER PAPER

.1~.l~.:

::~~-:·:
!_.__,_._!

(•:•

SNOOPY DOLLS.

10~~nn~aytvP':"~tttge -;,0 ~el~~r s:~~~~ :.1 ~_1,.~
employment;

ANDROS
SHOP

_·

·•••
:-:·:

~~~
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::::·.=
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1:.•~:!
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_;::.1
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ALL NON-TEXT BOOKS INCLUDING PAPERBACKS

'•"•
·••••

~:::

~:::

USF BOOK STORE & CAMPUS SHOPS

What a Sale!

11!!
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Doctors lab el -Mace
Dangerous To .·Humans

Finals
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Allen Should. Approve Bill
The Student Rights Bill sent to
Pres. John Allen last week is a beginning:
Within the structural limitations
of Florida's university system it.
helps design for the student his
role of existence in the university
environment, yet leaves room for
changes in the University's structure.
·
We urge President Allen's ap. proval of the docum~nt for two
reasons:
~ The wording of the bill leaves
room for the liberal interpretation
that will be needed. to solidify the
now fluid movements that suggest
a trend toward more student freedom.
,,.- In this day of student unrest
such as has never been seen before
on college campuses, this student ·
rights bill could serve as a soothing agent to cool the campus cry
for freedom.
We commend the University
Student Affairs Council for the seriousness with which it considered
the Student Rights Bill. After nearly three months of study; the coun-

cil has produced a revised version
of the. bill that maintains the original purpose of the document" - to
clarify the position of the student in
the university environment.
.
We believe the Administration
should accept the vital leadership
.· shown by Vice President of Stu- .
dent Affairs H<i!rbert Wunderlich in
preparatio n of the document.
We also commend the SA legislature for showing a mature approach to the situation by approving the revised bill s orapidly. It
shows a knowledge of the -technique
of compromise.
Administrators in all areas of
the Universicy - faculty, staff and
student affairs - can and · should
glean from the bill an indication of
the direction of students' movements, and implement changes
even before the bill becomes effective.
The bill remains subject to .r_evision of the Board of Regents Operating Manual · - whether through
Student Body Presidents or through
the efforts of the State Council of
other means.

Weeks
Away!!

lows past removals from various
galleries.
THE UNIVERSITY is responsible for the security of the art
Qbjects on dii;:;play. It seems a
shame that someone would disregard this just to have something to
qecorate their wall.
Future exhibits could be decid•
ed by occurrances of this .nature.
Let's let it be decided by no occurrences of this nature.
The individual who thoughtlessly took the photo should return it to
either Jam es Camp, . director of
galleries, or Jerry Bassett, assis.tant director of galleries, ext. 308.
There will · be no questions
asked.

Canilies

ly wanted to save ~e day;
why not revamp the system
so that there were more hours
in a day?
I just happen to have a
plan.

Let's hear it for the guy
who came. up with the idea of
Daylight Savings Time!
I mean, someone should
really gave him a hefty slap
on the back for such an ingenious plan. His idea is paral·
leled only to the inspiration
that gave birth to the street
system in Greenwich Village.
There .is nothing\better than
to complete a day of classes,
shave, shower, go out to dinner, take in a movie
ride
home in broad daylight.
Yeech!

CURRENTLY, we are operating under the idea of a
24-hour day. It is unmercifully
· broken down into 60 - minute
segments. Because of this, all
wordly functions o p e r a t e
around the 60-minute selection.
Why not· make a 32-hour
day? If all . hours . were
. changed to 45 minutes, it
would work out nicely.
Classes would run 8 to 8 :35,
8 :45 to 9 :10, 9 :20 to 9 :55, and
so on. At this rate classes
would be over at the comparable time of 2:45 p.m.

and

THE ONLY asset it has con·
cerns Johnny Carson. You
don't have to check the clock
to tell when he's coming on - · ·
just watch the stin go down
and count to fjve.
If The Great God Zook real-

THIS WOULD ' leave an
Old-World time of approximately three hours before din-.
· ner. Businesses would also
regulate themselves to close
>around the middle of the aft~rnoon, leaving plenty 'of
tune for golf, ·tennis, and
such.
·
.
·· '

China Eyes Settlement
As Sl~p In The Face
Anyone who doubts .whether the Chi·
nese can now keep a cool head about
anything should look at the way Peking
has been reacting to the current ex- . .
changes between Washington and Hano.i.
The Chinese still hate the idea of a
negotiated settlement in Vietnam. Let
there be no mistake about that They have
without even an ·. ear cocked to Peking
made their attitilde crystal clear time
was too tnuch for the Chinese to contemand again during the last few years, ana
plate. So they carefully measured out
they are not changing it now. Yet they
their verbal firepower to assure maxihave been strangely uncommunicative
ever · since President Johnson first . mum destructive potential while stoplaunched his latest peace-making gestUFe · ping well shovt cif overkill.
March 31.
. '
. THE CIDNESE have chosen to jgnore
completely the embarrassing fact that
WHY THIS EXTRAORDINARY reti·
the North Vietnamese are making concence on a subject about which the Chi·
tact with. the Americans. Their strategy
nese have been so voluble in the past?
is to concentrate their attack on the
The main reason is that North Vietnam's
credibility
gap.
agreement to meet the Americans for
Chinese and North Vietnamese aims
"talks about talks" has put an awkward
in Vietnam are essentially siniilar. ,Both
spoke in Peking's wheel.
want to see the Americans defeated miliChina's instinct undoubtedly was to
tarily and politically and both want to
torpedo all suggestions of negotiations
see a united communist Vietnam.
from the very start. But some sober
statesman in Peking realized that if the
But the Chinese look at the Vietnam
Chinese did this, and if their North Viet- war not only as a particular, worthy ~ na
namese comrades went ahead and negofional struggle, but also ·as a showcase
tiated anyway, then Chinese influence in
for the Maoist strategy· of people's war.
Hanoi could be wiped out with one'blow.
The Chinese have been happy enough
The prospect of watching their erstwith the progress of this people's war' So
while ally do a deal. with the Americans
far.

by the department."
A canister of the Mace was placed in
the . .booking section by Inspector W. R.
Bland, who said it was in essence "concentrated tear gas.'' . Wainright s11id,
however, there are no immediate plans
for initiating its use in .Tampa.
·
Hillsborough County Sheriff Malcolm
Bea,rd· said every one of his deputies· is
equipped with Mace and he intends to.
have them continue its use.
"We have used it several times, each.
with success," :§eard said. ·
He said he felt it 1 ~s a better alternative than having to shoot <!- person.
"THE OTHER DAY Deputy Carl
Chile stopped a man on a traffic viola- ·
violation and had a rifle pointed at him,''
Beard said. "He had everf r.ight in the
world to shoot the man."
;
'. 'It has kept us from having to kill
somebody once _or twice," 'Beard · recq.lled. " I think killing a person is much
· worse than using Mace."
In St. Petersburg, Police Chief Harold
Smith yesterday defended his department's use of Mace, saying "It has proven most effective in this city, and we
ljave absolutely no plans to discontinue
its use."
Smith said he had been interviewed
for a special documentary for CBS on
use of Mace, and some of his officers
volunteered to have it sprayed in their
faces as a demonstration for television.
"Our officers use it quite often, and I
get a written report in my office each
time it's used," Smith sii.id. "A few o'ffi.
cers have been sprayed with it and the
effects wore off in ·about a bait an hour."
HE SAID St. Pete police . have used
Mace for about a year )Vith no negative
.results C)I' side effects~
"Civil..rights l~aders don't like Mace
because it c.auses .no signs of having
been used on them," Smith said. 'If they
· have a gash on their head or a bruise on
their back, they can shQw it to the judge
in court and charge police brutality.''

World Sh,ould ·Turn·
To New Time System .I
By PHILIP RU:ll.'NELS
Fine Arts Editor

. -'BY BRIAN BEEDHAM
Foreign Editor of The Economist. -..

"There's no question about it (Mace)
being . bad for the ·respiratory system
when there is already a lot of edema,
(swelling) in bronchial troubles, such as
asthma."
·
· Tlie doctor said that Mace endangers
people with rheumatic heart trouble or a
congenital heart condition. He aqded that
pressure frpm the spray may · damage
eyes . .
It works by displacing oxygen, com·
mented Dr. Qwntin D. .Young, national
president of the Medical Committee for
Human Rights, 'so it could be very catastrophic.'
If a person has heart trouble or acute
asthma,' agreed Dr. Edward H. Malters,
chief_ physician at the Cook County jail
(Chicago), 'this man could suffer a fatal
dosage.' . • • County Sheriff Joseph
Woods,' whose men widely ·used Mace
last year, also defended Mace .in spite i;if
the reports of after-effects because 'any·
one prone to a heart attack has no busi~ess at a riot or agitating.'
However, at lecfst one city has second
thoughts about the use of Mace. On
March 19, ·use of Mace by police was ordered · halted in Ann Arbor, Michigan,
·until the chemical's possible dangerous
effects could be studied.''
. San Francisco . police have discontin·
ued use of Mace because of safety factors in their law enforcement activities,
but Tampa police officials are seriously
considering its use.
The Mace is a blinding mist which is
sprayed from a pressurj.zed cannister by
.a policeman who wishes to render someone helpless. The Pure Food and Drug
Administration is conducting tests to ascertain whether · the mist is dangerous.
The San Francisco police department
is suspending its use pending results of
"· _the test.
"WE HAVE TRIED it out in the booking section with relative success," deputy chief Allison Wainwright said. "The
substance's use is now under advisement

,,

Photograph Stolen From USF Ga.lle~y
During the morning of May 6, a
black and white kaleidoscope photograph, · mounted on a wooden
frame, was stolen from the Theatre gallery.
.
.
It measures 14 inches by 18¥2
inches and was done by Gay Landrum. It is part of the USF-Student
Colleetion.
·
THE EXHIBIT PROGRAM at
USF is excellent. It is varied, of
high caliber and constantly growing. The Library, Theatre Univ.er- ·
sity Center and Fine Arts Galleries
house some of the finest art work
from the State and around the
country.
It is a shame to jeopardize the
program.
The theft of the photograph fol-

The following is rewritten from an ar- ·
ticle in the Tampa Times· and the York
(Pa.) Gazette and Daily.
The disabling riot - control chemical spray Mace is coming under increasing criticism from the medical profession.
A Pediatrician in suburban Skokie,
who asked not to be identified because of
medical ethics, said that he .recently
treated a teenage boy who had been
Maced by police. The boy, the doctor·
said, 'spent five days· with ·excoriations ·
(redness and bruises) about the ·entire
eye."
He said that skin peeled from the
youth's face and from around the eye.

THEY SEE their arch enemies, the
Americans, bogging themselves down in
Asian jungles and their allfes, the .North
Vietnamese, gradually slogging their
way to increased control of South Viet.nam ,- both aUittle cost to China.
The North Vietnamese obviolisly start
out with the different perspective of the
combatant which is suffering enormous
losses in men and materials. They might
conceivably be satisfied with a negotiated settlement that would give them
peace now and victory some years later.
But, for · the Chinese, such a settle- .
ment would mean a permanent loss of
the dramatic triumph of Maoist warfare
they have been counting on. It might
even give encouragement to the followers of the Russian line of "accommodation with the imperialists. " So it must be
opposed at all costs.

The system would leave ~n
extra eight hours to do · some
of the things you would like to
do when you wanted.
··
.

.

\

Censorship, like Thomas Paine's, if
necessary, is a necessary
_ . Its history is a
one, not restricted to any
' one
or age.
". The famous exploits of Savonarola
are .well known and the c
of the
of famous
·-of sculpture and
many·masterfield paintings is easily verifiable.
·
IN LITERATURE and the theatre
were the _infamous English Licensing
of 1737 and the earlier case which
prompted John Milton's
"Aeropagitica." Even more
were the banning of James Joyce in the 1920s and our
case in Tampa with the Mari of
making his
judgmE:nts on Terry
· Southern's "Candy.''.
Obviously there is much
and
discrepancy in · this somewhat gray
• Intermingled are public and private
, tastes, preference~, desires,
whims, and feelings. In fact, the many
factors which 'govern this matter are so
and various that it would be difficult to
any one of them . to determine jts validity:
·
·- THE FIRST THING to.consider when
censorship is examined is the theory of
the double-edged
, that weapon
which can cut and kill in
direc, tions. What might be considered pornographic and ·
today might be ·acceptable tomorrow, and vice-versa.
. ·what is to prevent the good, as well
as the bad, from being
from the
pul;>lic's .
? What gives any one person, or group, the privilege and authority
_ to judge wf)at should be available for
public
?
·
·AT PRESENT THERE are no · safe-,

guards but an- ·occasional legal
<:"> ..
which proves in almost
case t o he
nothing more than an additional legal
and curtailment of personal
There is a certain hoITified
when anything is presented to the public. ·
The cinema has very few boW1µs now,
and the m(igazines remain rel~tively
, as does. the international bo~k
We must always remember one thing
. in relatiOn to this, though. In each "case
above' there is .the element of private
involved . .There is no law saying I
have to buy
mag:azines, read
books, or see any
. movie. If
I do these, it is by my choice, not by another's external coercion.

THOSE WHO WOULD condone
for the public good would probably
swear on the United States Constitution
that they are . within their limits. The
Constitution is based on
and its
~tithors did not, above all, pretend that
they held the
to discern on a public basis what should be a private
and concern: Who are we to claim more
in our own generation?
To me the question can be reduced to
thi;l answer: censor~hip may eradicate
_' fropl open
· _certain documents,
-films,·
, but doing this will not
change the reasons for one's desiring
them. Basically, the problem is a
human, private one, not a
, legal
one. If one wants to censor, let him
begin with the human
and mind,
from which these wants and desires
come.
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USF Students Favor
Lower Drinking Age
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the area, and thereby strike a
blow for capitalism and
against godless communism."
· USF students and staff
Most male students felt that
favor Juvenile Court Judge beer was not a necessity for
Robert Halvorsens recent pro- having a good time, but that
posal that 18-year-olds be al- on occasions it definitely
lowed to drink Beer.
helped.
Students randomly interUSF c o e d s interviewed
viewed recently were in favor agreed with the men that the
of the proposal but relatively drinking age should be lowunconcerned about its out- ered. However, fewer girls
come.
said they drink beer when
Many students said they al- they want to.
ready drink beer when they
MYRA ZINK 2CBS . said,
\Vant to, so lowering the drink"Eighteen - year - olds drink
ing age would just legalize a
mainly for two reasons: to excommon activity.
perience the novelty and to
. GREGG GWCK lCBS from
show off. They think that
Ohio, said, "I am for lowering they are getting away with
the drinking age to 18 as it is something so they enjoy it"
in Ohio. Lowering the drinkUSF's staff members intering age hasn't caused any se- viewed were slightly divided
rious problems there, so I in their opinions concerning
don't see why it should here." Halvorsen's proposal to lower
Colen Killabrew lCBS feels the legal drinking age.
that .the age should be lowDr. Robert Egolf, director
ered for several reasons. Kil- of student health service,
labrew said, "When yciu turn - said, "It's not going to make
18 you are· old enough to die much difference ·to the Unifor your country and at 16 you versity if they lower the
can go to the electric cha.ir, age - at least I don't believe
but not until you are 21 can they plan to build any beer
you have a beer."
gardens on campus."
MARCELLO TRUZZIE, inEGOLF SAID that he feels
structor of sociology, said, liquor no longer has the im"We should allow 18-year-olds portant rebellious effects it
to drink to support industry in once had; students have

moved on to bigger and better
things.
Margaret Fisher, dean of
women, said that she can't
think of anything more boring
than to determine at what age
individuals should be allowed
to do certain things. Dean
Fisher said, "I don't know
what is magical about 21, but
if they lower the legal age
limit I hope somebody puts
the reason in the archives so
future generations will know
why we did it."
· She added with a laugh "I
just came from a Bar Mitzvah.
Why not lower the age to 13?"

u:~~!!re~ide:i::E~

By HARRY HAIGLEY
Former Oracle Editor

OUR READERS WRITE

is not concerned so much with
1 the individual but with
society as a whole. "What may be desirable in privacy may not be
readily acceptable when the
rights of others are 1eopardized," said Wunderlich.
Wunderlich said he feels
one age is as good as another
because regardless of what EDITOR:
It was a source of great satthe age is, it will include
isfaction
for me when I saw
_some who ought not be includmy
work
published and my
ed.
name
in
print
for the first
. Biological dates won't solve
much in terms of social needs time in The South Florida Rebecause the age of mature view.
I applaud the efforts of the
judgement varies with each
editor and staff to make the
individual.
Review a literary effort, worthy of national recognition iri
which young aspiring writers
can be published beside professionals such as James
Dickey and Wesley Davis.
However, this elation was
soon dispelled when I found
parts of niy contribution had
been censored.
Perhaps the editors felt my
meager effort could be improved and for that reason
changed the wording. If this is
so, (I don't doubt the possibility could exist) , then I will
defer to their greater literary
knowledge but question their
reasoning.
My character, Craig Roland, would not, by any
stretch of the imagination,
have known the meaning of
the French d e r i v a t i v e
"Merde" which they substituted for the more -common four
letter · American ·exclamation
used frequently in dormitory
dialogues.
If, on the other hand, as I
suspect, my efforts were ceneconomic, and social indepen- sored because of fear of re::.
dence w h i I e concurrently percussions, from the admin-i
maintaining an administrative istration and surrounding poatmosphere .of arbitrary, de- 'litical atmosphere, I indeed
pendence-assuming direction feel sorry for the future of the
Review and the University
of student affairs.
which
fostered such an atnioA by-product resulting from
sphere.
adoption of the revisions may
The nature of art, if it is
be the elimination of the swell good .art, requires complete
of disenchantment and dissat- honesty. The nature of learnisfaction
encompassing the
Florida student population.

Student Says Story
.C~nsored By Review

Oracle Editorial
Applauded By Student
EDITOR:
I heartily applaud the position
·elucidated by The Oracle in
support of increased recognition of responsibile student
leadership in the determinati(!n of policies affecting all
students in Florida.
Adoption of the suggested
revisions of the Board of Regents Operating Manual will
be one phase in the process of
emphasizing the rights of students to direct and develop
their educational and life experiences free from subjection
to illegitimate, "in loco parentis" university regulations.
THE PROPOSED revisions
will serve to partially dispel
one of the grand paradoxes of
our educational system; the
emphasis in instruction design
toward i n d i v i d u a 1 selffulfillment through political,

Conversely, rejection of the
revisions may make manifest
a latent side of the student
movement ; an ugly violent,
debilitating side.
BARRY N. LOZUKE .
4POL

New Catalo9ues Here
Assistant- Registrar Eugene
Roberts announced that the
1968-1969 USF catalog will be
available ·Thursday from 1 to 3
p.m.

-

·A vanf . Garde Is

I

By JERE JAMES
Staff Writer

MAGAZINE REVIEW

ing in a university should not
and cannot without losing its
. integrity require that honesty
to 'b_e compromised for whatever interest, be they political, social, or for that matter,
prurient.
A University which breeds
an atmosphere w'here this 1s
the case will never be the
great learning center so often
envisioned by John S. Allen in
speeches delineating his accent on learning.
Quite the contrary, what
takes place in this type of at- mosphere is intellectual prostitution built on fear. Incidents like Dr. Goldste,\n's suspension last fall because he 1
refused to censor his lectures,
which are artistic in themselves, breed this kind of fear
reflected in the treatment of
my contribution.
I am not suggesting that
John S. Allen personally directed that my sketch be censored, nor does he have to
take all the blame for the current campus attitude.
With such anti-intellectualism as that expressed by Paul
Antinori and the Board . of
Regents during the recent upheaval over Dr. Elton Smith's
lecture on Marijuana, it is no
wonder that even honesty in
art is subject to censorship at
USF.
,
. •·
Education here ari'd in Flori- ·
da is indeed in trouble when
this type of behavior is the
norm. It will take more than
money to save it.
To the editors of The South
Florida Review - thanks, but
no thanks.
DAVID SHOBE
4POL

dia's equivalent to Ginzburg,
Malay Roy Choudhury.

Everytime I receive Avant
Garde, I wonder how it got
past the puritan purveyors of
literature the U.S. Post Office
useS to protect me from exposing myself to obscene material.
,,,
And each month I expect to ·
receive a form letter from the
magazine's editor, Ra 1 p h
Ginzburg, saying the clods of
the government find Avant
Garde's four-letter words objectionable and won't I please
rally round the free press
flag.

buffs will find an amusing encounter with the president in
the men's room, articles ori
criminal law, glowing pictures
of Marilyn Monroe and spoof
drawings of a dollar bill.

-Interviews with underground newspaper editors,
who are anti-administration,
pro four-Jetter words and pros
at sex, in their estimation, not
And all of Avant Garde's
mine.
work is done professionally. If
-Full color, mind expand- I received no more issues, I ·
ing pictures that no doubt will would have considered that I
be found scattered through . have gotten my money's
hippy pads across the nation. . worth.

MAILER'S STORY was
-JUST PICTURES of a
Negro and his white pregnant beautiful: A- gqd-love poem
wife walking through New written by Lenore Kandel is a
York and the reaction of peo- credit to any poet.
ple around them, pictures of a
True there are many, many
hippy pad, and pktures of words unacceptable in polite
LIKE ABOUT 600,000 oth- erotic sculptures.
conversation. But each time
ers, I plunked down $3.99 ror
-Features on - how crass the words appear,. I find they
a special introductory offer can they be - let's retire four are used as they 'should be:
and biinonthly receive a letter words, the hate mail of no other word would fit ·
stream of words -and pictures the former Captain Levy ·and
Don't misunderstand. I'm
that a century ago would have · can we eliminate war?
. not trying to Wk you into
been called "filth".
And all of this is spiced with
But I find Avant Garde, at poetry and a vehement No- shelling out the regular price
of$10 a year for Avant Garde.
its worst, intellectually stimu- More-War poster contest.
lating. At its best it is incrediThe magazine is an explora- bly real, senitive and funny. , UNFORTUNATELY MAIL- tion into offending and censorLike all magazines, Avant ER'S article is well over three ship. Someday I'll get that letGarde has a formula. In the years old, Dahl's article was ter from Mr_ Ginzburg and
first three issues, you will in · Playboy a long time ago how it offended too many per"
and the hippy pad pictures sons. Someday, I like to think,
find:
- SENSUALITY in t h e are really nothing special.
there will be a world where
form of articles by Norman
There is even something for the Ginzburgs· no longer .have
Mailer, Roald Dahl and by In- everyone. Anti-administration to worry about such things.

Re.ader Raps· Oracle Sports
EDITOR:
you will study the results of
Assuming that The Oracle the meet as recorded by the
is an unbiased new ,,nil!l;iijl; ; IM offlg~,;;y~µ :W,i].l ·notice ~htt :.
also assuming that fuiterni- Alpha 4 West wall' nipre· pb1nfs .
ties exert no undue influence than any other ·teams, includover articles published, I ing ATO. ·
- ·
would like to refer to an arti!OU NOT ONLY. neglect
cle in the May 8 edition.
this
bµt you fail to record any
The Oracle · earned the restandings
achieved by the
sults of the intramural track
meet, or should I say of the- ' dorm teams.
fraternity IM track meet. li
It would be sad to think that
to obtain. recognition for superior athletic competition you
had to be a Greek.

'Hooks Was Just Letting Off Steam'

EDITOR:
I am writing in comment on
the Jetter by student Harold
Hooks concerning the Dean of
Women, Margaret Fisher.
It 'o ccurred to me that a student indeed has the right to
critize or comment on a policy or principle that he or she
feels is inadequate or incorrect.
THE WAY IN which this
criticism is presented, more

'Real'

particularly the language in many people, i.e. when it js
/
which it is presented, seems printed.
COMPLETE RESPECT"
to say a great deal about the
would certainly not detract
person complaining.
from Hook's point, on th'e conThere is no reason why the trary it would make one more
proper respect, due to the . inclined to pay heed to what
Dean of Women at a universi- he is saying.
ty, (or for that manner any
As the letter stands, I feel
woman) cannot be shown at that it was nothing but some
all fimes.
student letting off steam.
Especially when one knows
MARGIE SISK
that this criticism will reach
3 POL

· - Alpha 4 West even 8et a
ne'f school record in the 880
yard relay, of which you
failed to recognize.
·
I .' respectfully request at
least some recognition for the
men who . don't belong· to the
fraternities yet still display
superior sportsmanship and
ability.
C.L.GIONET

Brahmans Crush Rollins 8-2,
Finish 15-9 In Best Season
I

By JOHN JOINSKI

the inning to knock Osburn
from the mound. Macki and
Glaize singled and then
scored on Larry McGary's
double down the left-field line.

Sports Writ.er
South Florida's baseball
team concluded its best.ever
season with an 8-2 victory
over Rollins College Friday
afternoon at the USF ballpark.
The win over Rollins was
the first in the Brahmans'
three year history, and gave
the team a 15-9 record. USF
finished last year with a 14-8
mark and the year before
with 5-10.
It was also USF's ninth victory in the last eleven contests.

SATURDAY'S GAME at
Rollins was rained out and
cancelled. Games with Tampa
and St. Leo were also cancelled earlier in the season.
Photo by. Richard Smoot

Glaize Connects
Brahman · second baseman Dave Gla.ize
streaks aronnd first base before holding for a
single in Friday's Jacksonville game, won

by USF, 8-2. Glaize went one for three in the
game and batted an even .300 for the sea!jon.

The Brahmans' Jim Diaz
· and the Tars' Larry Osburn,
rivals since high school, battled each other on the mound,
but neither pitcher was
around at the finish. ·
Osburn displayed a sizzling

Sigma Nu, TEP Lead
In Intramural Softball
By LARRY FRENCH
Sports Writer

GERMANY'S
FINER CAR

Lance Kolsky lofted a high
sacrifice fly to center-field
that enabled injury riddled
Sigma Alpha Epsilo'n to post
an important 8-7 decision over
Lambda Chi Thursday.
The win put SAE, who was
minus three injured starters,
into a second-place tie with
Phi Delta Theta, who earlier
in the week blasted ATO, 2210. Both teams sport 3-1
marks and trail unheated
Sigma Nu by one full game.

DAVE HEINZ
IMPORTS INC.
~
3652. Cypress Tampa, Ff1,

Ph. 872·8459

As SAE came to bat in the

bottom of the seventh, it was
· down 7-6. Rick Ragnitt opened
the inning ·with a single to
center and Pat Binz followed
with · a run-producing double.
After a sacrifice moved Binz
to third Kolsky drilled his
game-winning fly to center to
end the game.
IN THE FRATERNITY
green division, TEP won its
sixth straight, easily downing
Theta Chi, 7-1, and Pi Kappa
Alpha nipped Kappa· Sig 4-3.
In the Alpha League, powerhouses Alpha 2 West and
Alpha 4 West I posted two

fast ball in the first two innings as he struck out four of
the first six batters he faced.
However, in the second inning, he walked Jesus Garcia
and after Jim Fischer was
safe on an error, Osburn
yielded a two.run double to
Diaz.

outfield which the centerfielder dropped, allowing Garcia to score.
Rollins nicked Macki for a
run in the sixth inning when
Gordie Lynch smashed a twoout triple and came home on
a single.

USF scored three more
times in the eighth innin.g off
reliever Mike Case, who came
in from center field. Run Huff
brought two tuns in after
Glaize walked and McGary
singled. Doug Heykens then
followed with a single to right,
scoring Huff and giving the
Brahmans their eighth and
final run.

Macki picked up his third
victory against one defeat ;is
he walked one and struck out
BUT T HE BRAHMANS_ four.
scored twice in the bottom of
BOTH PITCHERS WERE_
NEXT WEEK TllJi! ORAplagued with control trouble
USF
ROLLINS
during the game, and they
ab r h bi
ab r h bi
gave up a total of eight walks.
Glaize 2b
3 2 1 0 Case cf·P
4 0 0 0
Ulmer ss
3 O O O Rosen 2b
4 0 0 0
Diaz exited in the fourth inMcGary rl
4 1 2 2 Coleman rf 4 d 2 0
Huff ct
5 1 1 2 Schabes If 4 0 2 0
ning after the Tars jumped on
Heykens If
5 O 1 1 Lynch 3b
4 22 0
40 1 1
him for a run on a single and
Buzzella Jb 5 0 1 0 Sylzycki lb 3021
Garcia c
3 2 2 O Burns c
a double. Reliever Mike
Fischer lb
3 1 O o F'dinger ss J 0 0 0
1 0 0 0
Diaz p
1 O 1 2 Collier If
Macki yielded two consecutive
Macki p
2 1 1 O Osburn p
2 0 0 0
singles but no runs before he
Val~nti
100 0
struck out the side.
Totals
34 8 10 7 Totals
34 2 '2
The Brahmans extended
their lead to 3-1 in the bottom
of the fourth inning, thanks ·to
an error. Garcia singled and
' Macki followed with a walk,
and with two outs, Dave
Glaize lofted a soft fly to the

USF

MAR-JO'S

-~~~~~~~~~~~

DR. A. L. VALADIE, JR.
OPTOMETRIST

Announces the Opening of his
office for the practice of
OPTOMETRY

at Terrace Plaza Shopping Center
Temple Terrace, Fla.
PHONE 988-7439
Office l-:lours 8y Appointment

IP

H

R ERBBSO

31-331130
52-361114
Macki (Wl
6
6 5 J s 8
Osburn (LJ
1
1 0 0 0 l
Waifon
1
3 3 3 0 0
Case
HBP-Glaize cease).

MACKI
· • • • takes third win

Volleyball Set Today

Beta 2' East downed Beta 4
East, 9-4, and Beta 3 West
overpowered Beta G r o u n d
East, 13-6, to remain in a first
place tie in their league.

By FRAN KILLGORE
ty representatives.
Sports Writer
While badminton doubles or
The championship game in singles tournaments have not
women's intramural volley- been completed, winners in
The P.E. Majors recorded ball will be played in the Gym League I are V i r g I n i a
their third straight triumph, a at 4 :20 this afternoon. The Speights and Shirley Cooper.
10-3 decision over Sugar King game is the climax of a week Other scores are due this
and increased their league of single elimination contests.· week.
IN OTHER VOLLEYBALL
lead to one:.and a half games. . Mu 3 East and Kappa represent the Dorm League in the action, PEM lost their first
IN THE ONLY other game . finals, while P. E. Majors and match to Mw 3 East last Monin that league, Eta pushed Basketweavers play for the day. PEM won the first match
Fontana 4 further into the cel- independant league. Tri Delta by a 5-point margin, but Mu
lar, blanking them 11-0.
and Chi Omega are tl\e sorori- won the .second game 16-14,

game.
Boozer was bewildered over
a ball charged to him when he
delivered a Warmup toss. The
plate umpire charged that the
Phillie hurler went to his
mouth within the 18-foot circle
considered the mound area.
Ma1,1ch protested the call,
charging that a ball couldn't
be called during warmups.
When the umpire disagreed,
Mauch ordered Boozer to go
to his mouth hvice more and
delh.:er the ball, w h i c h
prompted the ump to eject
Boozer and Mauch.

Only six weeks old, the '68
major league baseball season
has already had itS share of
unusual plays and colorful
rhubarbs.
Two no-hitters, one a perfect game, a spitball incident,
and rookie heroes have highlighted the early going.
Jim "Catfish" Hunter, a
young Oakland hurler, became the first American
League piteher in 46 years to
pitch a perfect game when· he
stopped Minnesota· with · 11
HOWEVER, ATLANTA outstrike outs last Wednesday
night in Oakland.
fielder Felipe Alou came up
OWNER CHARLES Finley with a gem when he ran in
liked it enough to hand the with what he thought was the
23-year-old right-hander
a third out. However, it was
$5,000 bonus. Finley, who has only the second out, and the
been the center of much ·con- winning run scored fi:om third
troversy concerning baseball · while Alou held the ball.
Sar\ Francisco pulled a ciasissues, also presented a $1;000
check to catcher Jim Pagli- terpiece during a nationally
televised game recently. Cararoni.
Baltimore's Tom Phoebus dinal third baseman Mike
also fired a no-hitter. The Shannon hit a · bouncer which
Orioles and the Tigers have Giant second baseman Ron
bounced back and forth for Hunt fielded.
The fun began when Hunt
the lead the last two weeks.
The National League race attempted to force a runner at
looked like a replay of last second. Hunt threw off· year when the St. Louis Cardi- balance, tiending the ball into nals romped home in front the left-fiel4 corner.
The Cardinals have had as
TWO RUNNERS scored and
much as a five-game lead.
Shannon headed for the plate
PHILADELPHIA Manager and scored when the outfieldGene Mauch and pitcher John er's throw got past catcher
Boozer set .a league record Dick Dietz. Two errors were
when both were ejected be- charged on the play.
tween innings of · a recent
Pitchers have dominated

ATLANTIC Service

Sincerely Thanks All of You for helping make our GRAND OPENING the
·best ever recorded_by Atlantic Richfield in the Tampa Bay Area. Thanks
agabt to the Students and Faculty at U.S.F.

2916 E. Fletcher

Entry deadlines have been
announced for Quarter IV
men's intramurals. Anyone
wishing to sign up for tennis,
handball, or volleyball should
do so by June 14. June 26 is
the deadline for 3-man basketball, and July 11 the deadline
for golf.
There will be an athletic
representative meeting on
June 12, at 2 p.m. in PED
113-114.

Diaz

then the third, 15-13. This
gave PEM a 6-1 record.
Last Tuesday, Mu defeated
Kappa, then Baskehveavers in
a close battle to clinch first
place and preserve a perfect
7-0 record.
In · sorority action, Delta
Zeta split two games with Tri
Chi, then broke the tie with a
tight 17-15 victory. On Thursday, Chi Omega battled
Kappa Delta , in a playoff
match for second place in the
league. Kappa jumped in
front in both gam~, but ·Chi
Omega came back to win 1614, 16-14.
Final Standings
& Independent

Dorm
Mu 3 East
P.E. Majors
Basketweavers

Kappa
Kappa 1 East
Mary Ann's lnjuns
Mu J West

Cor. of 30th St.

the early ' going. The Dodger
pitchers carried a 2.30 ERA
through their first Z7 games,
and the New York Mets also
received st+ong pitching.
Willie McCovey, Ron Swoboda, Pete , Ward; and Pete
Rose were . the top hitters in
the first six weeks. McCovey
ripped ' nine homer$ and 24
RBI in his first 25 games,
while Swoboda also hit the
ball well for the Mets.
WARD IDT eight home runs
but contributed some crucial
errors at third base which .
hurt the White Sox.
Rose had nearly a -.400 average for the Cincinnati Reds,
but the team didn't move i:p
significantly in the standings.

Delto Zeta
·De lta Gamma

Alpha Della Pi
Alpha Epsilon Ph!
Tri Chi

GB

6. 1

1
2
J

3- 4

4

2 1- 6
0. 7

6

s

Sorority
Tri Della
Chi Omega
Kappa Delta

W L
7-0

5-2
4.3

Lu's Herd

1

Dead'lines Set

E-Friedinger, Case. DP-USF 1.
2B-Diaz, Lynch, McGary. 36-Lynch,
Huff. SB--Glaize. 5-MaGary.

Baseball Season Glitters
With Spitters, No-Hitters

It's not like the faculty is out to get you ..They'd just like to know what you've got.
So if you want to show them, you'd better be alert-not just the night
before, but du'ring the exam itself.
The answer? Take NoDoz.® It's got the strongest stimulant
you can buy without a prescription.
It helps you hang in there at night. It helps restore your recall,
your perception, al'\d your ability to solve problems the next
morning. And it's nbt habit forming.
NoDoz. Don't make Finals Week your final week.

Quarter IV
Intramural

000 101 000-2
020 102 03{-8

Rollins

'

How to survive the facultys
final attack.

presents the final team
and individual statistics and -a
recap of the highlights of the
baseball team's finest season.

1-M CHAMPIONSHIPS ,

wins apiece and remained in
a tie for first. Both are undefea ted.

By JEFF SMITH
News Editor

CLE

s

7

----

..................~.··~

c~mnt

your s~vings

.••• and still have the ,best life
insurance program money can
buy. let Northwestern· Mutual
life, nationar leader in low net
cost, help you. Remember, the
earlier you begin, the lower
the premium, and the sooner
cash value siarts tq build.
NORTHWESTERN MUTUAL LIFE
MILWAUKEE

.-N-·'""Mc--::
. =-L-: There ~,a difference,.•
·;

.

and the difference grows

7-D

6-2
5 - J
'. 3
3. '

2 - s
1 - 6
l - 6

TEMPLE·TERRACE

l'h
21/2

3
4
5
6
6

ALAN KAY
3315 Henderson Blvd.
Phone 872-7927

CUT RATE LIQUORS

Next·.To Pantry P'r ide

5326 Bush Blvd.

·ALUMNI

'

THE OFFICIAL UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA RING

• CHOICE OF 10K YELLOW OR WHITE .GOLD ,
CHOICE OF STONE
. • $10.00. DEPOSIT REQUIRED .
•FACTORY REPRESENTATIVE Will BE AT THE
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE TO HELP YOU CHOOSE
THE SIZE AND WEIGHT OF YOUR RING
(MR. E. "RED" TANNER: 803 SYLVAN DR., PH. 689-2231}

e

PICK OUT YOUR CLASS RING NOW!
MAY15& 16
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Netter.s Close With · 8 Straight,
Destroy JacksonviHe U. 8 - l
By JOHN CALDERAZZO
Sports Editor
The tennis team rolled over
Jacksonville University 8-1
Saturday at the USF courtS to
complete its · best season and
record its eighth straight vic.tory. The Brahmans finished
12-3.
The win over JacksoI)ville,
so lopsided that no match
went three sets, was especialc
ly sweet because the Dolphins
beat the Brahmans all three
times they met last ye~, _
twi_ce by scores of 5-4. The

Saturday game was their only
clash this season, however.
"This was essentially the
same Jacksonville squad
which beat us three times last
year," said coach Spafford
Taylor, "so I think t)lis game
was a good barometer of our
progression. We have im·proved so ,mu~h ."

finish close to 11-4 or 12-3," he said. ·
"Still," he added, "we were
lucky that all the pieces fell
together this year. We didn't
lose any key players because
of injuries or poor grades."
· Tim aa.rrett, Jim Rinehart
and Herb Yohner, No. 1, 3,
and 6 players on the ·team, -re.
spectively, all finished their
Brahman tennis careers Sat·
urday.
IN THE JACKsONVILLE
· match, Barrett defeated' Tom
Lile, 8-6, 6-0, Rinehart dropped
his match to .Richard King,

ACTUALLY, TAYLOR knew
he had a better team in the
early spring. "I looked at our
schedule·, and since ! knew we
had improved, I would -have
been disappointed.if we didn't

6-2, 7-5, and Yohner crushed
Craig Marshall 6-1, 6-0.

HENRY'S

In - other singles matches,
Brahman Dan Perkins beat
Larry Duskas 6-1, 64, Mike
Saine blanked _Mat Laffey 6-0,
_6-0 and Dick Martin defeated
J~ Ellicott 6-0, 6-3.

Package Store
Sli.ghtly used golf balls
30c & 50c ea,
'

COLDESl BEER

South Florida took all three
doubles matches as Barrett
and Yohner defeated King
and Puskas, 6-4, 6-3. Perkins
teamed with Saine to beat
Lile and Ellicott, 6-1, 6-0," and
Martin and Rinehart trimined
Laffey and Marshall 6-2,- 6-1.

,

.

·-

~-

IN TOWN ·
12309 Nebraska Ave.
(Just A little N. of Fowler}
OPEN 10 A.M. • 12 P.M.

....

- Photo 1b y Richard Smoot

Barrett Sia ms Backhand
rett won his mach 8-6; 6-0, and later teamed
with Herb Yohner to win a doubles match.
It was Barrett's last USF performance.

Tim Barrett, playing in the· No. 1 singles
position for, the Brahmans, smashes a back·
hand shot at his Jacksonville opponent. Bar·

14-9 OVERALL

Golfers Win Last . Two
It was the linksters· fourth
and fifth win in a row. The
team finished with a 14-9 record, the first time it has recorded a .500 record.
In Saturday's match, USF
totaled 400 comp_ared with

The USF golf . team ended
its season on a winning note
Saturday, defeating the University of Tampa and Jack·
sonville University in a match
played at the South Florida
golf com-Se.

English Workshop
Offered Quarter IV

~"":.·.::-.1...·:-. ~-··:..,.--
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English 583 (Writing For · ences with visiting writers
Mass Media), a three-week and editors for one hour daily.
workshop course especially
Dr. . Edgar Hirshberg, assotailored for teachers and writprofessor of English and
ciate
ers, will be offered Quarter
book review columnist for The
IV, Term A, at USF.
St. Petersburg Times, will be
.- The course is designed to inthe instructor.
'struct teachers and writers in
practical journalistic writing,
Hirshberg said that there
includfog Columns, Editorials, will be visiting consultants inBook and Drama Reviews, cluding John Frasca; Pulitzer
• Humor, and Specialized Fea- Prize-winning columnist from
- tures on such subjects as the Tampa Tribune and Ann
Sports, · the Arts and Music: Rowe, editor of the Floridian
' Classes and lectures will be Magazine for The St. Petersburg Times.
~ two hours daily and conferClasses will meet every day
from 10 to 11 :50 a.m. For further information, contact Dr.
·Hirshberg Ext. 417 or Dr. Arthur ·Sanderson, Ext. 618, of
,,-"
the journalism department. '

~ Atheneum

tInducts 44

f.· Athenaeum, women's honor:ary and service organization,
'.honored" # new members at a
'breakfast given by Mr!;. John S.
Allen, May 3, Linda Erickson,
assistant dean of women, and
adviser to Athenaeum, was
!nade an honorary member.

~~. .SPECIAL .PURCHASE.

Tiµnpa's 419 'lllld Jacksonville's 420.

COURSE RECORD • HOLD·
'
'I
ER Mike Curtin again led
the Brahmans and recorded
the best individual score with
a- 76. This was two better
than Tampa's Bowers and
three better than the Dolphin's Gordon.

,4

'WIDE

For USF, Rick ' Ragnitt,
Rick Lehman and Bill Dyke. man all followed Curtin with
· so:s. Bob McKenty carded 84,
and Ron Garcia, in his first
match this year, record~ ia
90.

FACTORY SECONDS.

'·$··.
.-. .

'

..

·.
I

00

.

- ~

for - ,'. -~'.-.

'. ·Plu1 -F, E.T,
$2.23-to $2.u dependin9 on
,size,... and

'WHA_T A DEA-L! ·

4 ~moo,th
Tires Off
Car
:Your'
• 'I
.
•
~

.' 1

EVERYBODY
NEEDS
SOMETHING

Plus Fed. Ex. Tax of
$2.05 to $2.56 depending on iii•.

WHITEWALLS,add

/99c:. _

-

_, .
.

.'

:·. ANY:SIZE .
·IN STOCK!

Your _·choice·
"hile They last
··.. R~DWALLS
-

Plus smooth tii-e off
your car.

'. Also, Eliza.beth · _J a r d i n e,
! eanne Sachse, Margaret Mil!er, Mrs. Betty Kanisli, Lee
Hickox, Linda Thornton, Lauren .
Leslie, Donna. Meadows, Dona
Clark, Mrs. Teresa McFall,
- Mrs. Jeannie Roark and Shirley
Trainor.

Also Jeanette Stone, Iva. Pen'nington, Sally Jo l'ower, Sljeila
:rages, Jacqueline Gillman,
-carol Watson, Sara Conklin,
·Jennie Loudermilk and Mrs.
\>iana Hobbie;

,.• !

I

., · :

Those inducted were Mary Jo
Pirrung, Laurie Brill, Mrs.
Karen Walker, Judy Gonzalez,
. ~fara Sp~ncer, Leslie- Taylor,
~hristie Evans, · Linda LeWis,
(1-pril Mohr, Patricia Bowers
µd Doreen Koutras.

7. 5 - 14 7.35 - 15 7.75·-.14 _7.75 - .15
s.2s ..:14: -s.15--.15 .
. 8.55·-14 8.45 -- 15.'
·.'

'

WHITEWALLS
BLACKWALL-5
'NO:FINANC.E
CARRYING
CHARGES
..__________________________________

PLACE A CLASSIFIED Ab
3 LINES for SO cents

-

·Classified Office.Hours

I

WEDNESDAY 1 p.m,. - 3 p.m.
THURSDAY. I p.m. - 3 p.m.
FRIDAY 1 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.

~

.

I

l)eadline for Weekry
Insertions - Friday 2:30 ·

L~~~.mf~l\i:<~.i~<&~l¥lfil!'.!W.&'tlt'&0:·Ml%~W.%~J.'~~
l

CTR 224, EXT. 620

OR
. .

i-

·

12 .MONTHS TO -PAY

_

0Rl'.C LE

..

~·

-.,

USF Skiers
Jump Saturday

Members are selected from
1unior and senior women who
have a GPR of 3.0 . or higher.
Over 500 women w~re eligible
for membership this quarter.

.

.

' .,

-

The USF Water ' Ski Club
will <:ampete in the Annual
S o u th e r n Intercollegiate
Water Ski ToiJrnament at Cypress Gardens this Saturday. ·
Compet;ition will be held in
slalom, tricks, and ski jumping. Stuqents, faculty and
their immediate families will
be admitted free to Cypress
Gardens if they bring school
·
ID cards.

by U·n iroyal'

'

~

Others indilcted were Melinda
Ralston, Jeanne Brown, Nancy
Bullock, Barbara Greene, -Phyllis Googel, Patty Hill, Catherine
Moseley, Linda, Puline, Julie_
Guker, Kathleen Kessler, Nancy
Richards and Irene Pomerantz.

.;"::

-.:

__,,

~
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Former Miss Aegean Accepted
For Summer Work In Zurich·
By MARILYN l\ffiNYER

StaJf Writer
Jill Young will iraduate
from USF ' in June ·and will
spend her summer working
on experimental reactors in
Zurich, ' Switzerland,· at the
Eidgenossisches · institute fur
reaktorforschung . .•. that is,
the Federal Institute for Reactor Research.
"Tjle trip ·is sort of a graduation· present to myself,'' said
the 21-year-old former Miss
Aegean. Queen, "however, I'm
so excited I can hardly
study!"
Miss Young obtained her
job through the International
Association for the Exchange
A Thoughtful Moment
of Students for Technical ExThis construction worker on the second floor of the new· periences (IAESTE) , a private, non-profit organization
Theatre Arts building pauses in the day's work for a mo' which enables students in sciments rest, or maybe reflection against a spring sky.

Esperan.to Club Begins
Accent ·On learning
or religion; it is an interna- problemo do universala intertional language.
kompreno, Esperanto meritas
seriozan knosideron.
over
in
spoken
is
Esperanto
A new organization is being'
broadcasted
and
countries,
83
formed on campus under the
auspices of the World Affairs by 23 different stations .. 'in
London (BBC), Peking, Pra- .
Council. It will be a club for
·
those interested in speaking gue, Rome, Warsaw and other
and studying the world lan- _cities throughout the world.
guage, Esperanto.
There are over 100 magaRex Bennett, an Esperanto zines and periodicals of literinstructor from the University ary, scientific, professional
of Tampa and St. Petersburg and religious views being pubJunior College, will instruct lished regularly in all parts of
world, using Esperanto.
members of the club without the
The Universal Esperanto
charge.
is the main EspeAssociation
There . are approximately 15
in the
organization
ranto
million people in the world
world. There. are 50 national'
who speak' and use Esperanto.
organizations, 22 professionalIt is the quickest and simplest
organizations,
internatioilal
means for intercommunicalawyers,
teachers,
including
tion for the peoples of the
journalists and doctors :and
world.
scientists.
Esperanto was created by
In 1967 a petition was preDr. L. L. Zamenhof, :and first
published in 1887. It has only sented to the United Nations
16 rules of grammar and (UN) , with a representative
there are no irregularities or listing of over SO-million sigexceptions to the rules. The natures. The petition urged
language is completely phone- that E s~~ranto be accepted as
tic ~ that spelling and speak- the official 1-anguage of the
ing the language go together-.· · UN and ~hat the · n:e.'llb~r
zamenholf devised a syste- · states begm s~stematlc promatic and logical use of pre- ?"ram for teaching Esperanto
fixes and suffixes in order to m the schools.
Inteligenta persono lernas
cut down on the large vocabula internadan lingvon rapide
Jary of many languages.
Esperanto is :a neutral Ian- kaj facile. Esperanto estas la
guage, it is not French or moderna, kultura lingvo por
Spanish or English; it is not la internacia mondo. Simpia,
indicative of any race, creed fleksebla, praktika solvo de la
By MARGIE SISK

Feature Edit-Or

Miss Young was inspired to
entific majors to obtain onthe-job training in a foreign apply for her job last fall
after seeing notices about
country.
" AS FAR AS we know, .I'm IAESTE c;n campus bulletin
the first · USF student to ever boards. She received her final
apply for this program," she acceptance from the program
said, "but .I hope my · accep- in April.
tance will encourage · more
"I COULDN'T believe I was
USF students to look into
accepted!" she smiled. "I've
this."
. Dr. Mark T. Orr, chairman, been wantmg to go to Switzer-.
associate professor of Interna- land ever since I could retional Studies, is the faculty member, and my dreams
adviser and coordinator for were finally answered!
"I think my previous expeIAESTE at USF.
More than 100,000 students rience in chemistry helped
from all over the world have qualify me for the job,'' she·
worked under this program said.
During the summer of 1966,
which was founded in Western
Europe in 1948. Approximate- she did research work with
ly 5,000 industries in 40 coun- organic kinetic mechanisms
tries are now participants in at USF under tne supervision
of Dr. Jack Fernandez, assoIAESTE.
"THERE IS a $35 applica- ·ciate professor of chemistry.
LAST SUMMER she worked.
tion fee for the program,''
Miss Young said. " However, for Mobile Oil Company in
if IAJ:;STE cannot find a job Nichols, Fla.
The institute where she wur
for an applicant, the a~plicant
receives a partial refund of be working in Zurich constructs and operates experi.
$20."
Fluency in a foreig!I Ian- mental · reactors. Her job
guage is not a requirement in would be in the field of a namost instances. However, an lytical and preparative work
applicant must have com- _ with plution and fission prodpleted at least his sophomore ucts.
Acceptance for a job deyear in college studies and be
in good standing with his pends upon the employer to
mafeh an applicants' previous
school.

experiences and courses taken
with the qualifications of the
job.

MISS YOuNG will be paid
650 Swiss francs per month
(approximately $167) during
her training period.

MISS YOUNG'S training pe"The pay really isn't as bad
riod will begin June 24 and
end Augus_t 30. She will be as it sounds,'' she said, "beleaving New York City June muse living expen~s in
16. and fly to Lux~mbourg and Switzerland are much lower.
Frankfurt before arriving in than they·are here.
Zurich.
"I'm going over there priThe trip will cost $412 marily for the experience of
round-trip •. .. however, Miss . living and working in a forYoung doesn't have any idea eign country rather than for
when she will use the. return money."
portion of her ticket. ·
"I hope to stay over there
as long as·possible," she said;
"because I simply love to
travel!"

WANTED!

SHE HOPES to find a permanent job in Europe after
her training period is over.
"However,'' she said, "if I"
don't find another job, I suppose I'll just travel around
Europe until the money runs
··
out."
During her first month in
Zurich, Miss Young will be
living with a Swiss family and
after that s):le will be living in
a boardin.g house.
"Ii\ESTE prepared all the
living arrengements for me,"
she said, "so I don't have to
worry about that."

JILL YOUNG
· •. summer in Zurich "

CONTACT
WEARERS
are: you getting the1 most
comfort froin your present
wetting soluUon?'

,,,e~AQUA~FILM

TRY
.

·

at our expense
and feel the difference

Young Men of Action
to Be.come
Tomorrow's Leaders!

FREE SAMPLES
_ and brochure at
Send coupon below

~.M°i:CON'LAeOiAToRi£s-:1Nc.
520 Bonner Road
I Wauconda, Illinois 60084
I NAME
I
I ADDRESS

CONTACT:
NORTH HILLSBOROUGH

JAYCEES
Tele. 935-7891
935-5806
935-8206

L

Once it took a lot of public
relations and guts for a student to ask a professor to
lunch. It also took money.
Not any i:nore.
The Student Advisory Board
of the College of Liberal Arts
recently decided to put some
money down to help students
when they want to ask a professor to·lunch.
"Students wanted to get to
ki;iow their professors better,
but they did not know how to
do it," Russell Cooper, dean
of the College of Liberal Arts,
said.
Cooper said his advisory
board has arranged for any
student, or group of students
to invite a professor to lunch
by picking up a coupon at. the
Andros desk.

/.

'

I've
· been ·
thrown out
· of the ·
finest
places
in Paris ...

WILL APPEAR THURSDAY, MAY 16 AT
TAMPA'S CURTIS HIXON .HALL at 8:30 .p.m.
.

.See and hear the man .whose amazing performanc.e in the .
primary elections has given America new hope for the future
See the anti-politician who, without money or machine,
changed the whole character of the 1968 presidential race.
SENATOR McCARTHY -WILL ALSO APPEAR AT ft
RECEPTION-BUFFET ·FROM 6:00 to 8:00 p.m. on May 16th at
the TAMPA-SHERATON MOTOR INN. Th~re will be a $2.0Q
·charge for the reception.
THERE IS NO CHARGE FOR THE SPEECH AT CURTIS HIXON HALL

But believe me, l' ve never he·
fore been thrown out of as nice
a place as this. Yessiree, when
;vou guys tossed me outta here;
this bein' the lwi:urious Fontana
Hall wit' food and pool, you
tossed me out of a NICE
PLACE•. Careful with the suit;

Now is the time, Here is the place. If you
need transportation call 988-7598 and we
can provide it

Mac. '

Come hear the man!

Jerry Parrott, 4ENG, chairman of the board, said, "We
think this program will enable
students and professors to
have closer and more informal commwlication."
Cooper said the embarrassment to both the student and
faculty is eliminated when the
time for payment of the meal
arrives. He said this program
was designed for Liberal Arts
professors.

SENATOR McCARTHY

McCarthy For President

The program will run as
long as the money holds out,
Cooper said.
"Any student_, in Liberal
Arts courses may participate
in this," he said .. "I have a
feeling the faculty would be
delighted."

CALL 932-4391

101-103 Franklin Street
1949 Cass Street
Tampa

119 Bullard Parkway
Temple Terrace 33617
Phone 988-7598
Paid palitical advertisement

·1

I
I
I

----------·

.

.

1I
I

I CITY .
I~S~T~A~TE,,_............~Z~IP,,_...--.---A• .

EUGENE J.

Grades Bother You? ·
Take Prof To .Lunch

·

NO OBUGA TION

/

.

<

Students for McCarthy

u.c. Box404

Paid pol itical advertisement
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Pikes Hold
Weekend
Debbie Murray was chosen Pi
Kappa Alpha's Dream Girl
F riday night at the Dream
Girl Ball at the Causeway
Inn. The band for the evening
was the O.J.'s. ·PKA's little
sisters are Lynne Day, Patty
Hughes, Sherry J olly, Debby
Murray, Becky Etheridge and
Linda Hein. Saturday afternoon the fraternity held a picnic at the Ranch. Durmg Fri- .
day night's dance the pledges
presented an award to their
pledge master, Mike Lennord.

Rooms for rent in private home.
Upper level ·ma.le students.
P hone 988-4645 or 839-1636 ·
- - - - - - - _____
Lakefront Apt. A.C. Furnished.
Spacious. 1 BR. $100 per mo.
949-1517.

5. FOR SALE

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . . . ___

GREE:K BEAT

Phi Delta Theta's Chevalier
Ball was Saturday night at
_the _International Inn. Music
·will be by Lewis Clark. The
best pledge award for Quarter
n was given.

500 Students ·Visit
Clinic Each Week
If you ever have had any
health problems you are prob·
ably among the 500 patients
per week to visit USF's
Health Center.
Every week the USF team
of three full-time physicians
and a dozen nurses are busy
from 8 :30 a.m. to 5 p.m. treating nearly 100 students at the
out-patient clinic. The clinic
· and infirmary, on tjle 4th floor
. of the University Center, provides medical care to University students free of charge.
Dr. Robert L. Egolf, Student Health Center direct.o r,
said the Center has run across
almost everything, including
bleeding ulcers , k i d n e y
stones,' epilep.sy~ diabetes, ,
brain tumors, and Hotchkins
Disease. The clinical lab does
all its own lab ' work, exc epting X-rays ..

Friday night's toga party
will be ~t the Crockett ·Farnnel Ranch from 8 p.m. to midnight. The band will be the
Crystal Lane.

A day has been set aside for
all the Phi Delta chapters to
work on their projects. The
brothers at USF will work at
the Police Pistol Range cleaning and painting.
"" One hospital bed out of
four in the world is occupied
by a patient contaminated by
· polluted water. Providing safe
water is one of UNICEF's
aims.

9303 ~ 56th S t~: 988-2798
Ph.
I

··

F~o-r-Sa_l_e_:-1-96_5_H_a-rl-ey---D-a-v1-.d-so-n
gasoline Golf Cart. In good condition. _Call Dot Gamma ' ~39.

Phf'b~lta ·Co~ ple

' ·'.

.. . Tom Dobson and date at Chevalier Ball

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Sorority Rush
Registration
Ends Friday
Sorority Rush registration
for the fall quarter rush ends
Friday in Andros, Argos , and
the University Center Lobby.
The $3 registration fee will
not be paid until the beginning
of rush, Sept. 11.
Rush registration is this
quarter to · give the sororities
an idea of the ·n umber of girls /
who will be eligible for rush .
in the fall .
Rush registration will also
be during ·the ·summer quar··
ter.

~referred .

M;u-Jo. 98805780 after

pm

~~~~~~~~~~~

19. RIDES, offered, wanted.

I
1965 Chevrolet Im pala 2 door
Hardtop Ph 988-4978 after 4 ·p.m. Will pay $10-$15 for a ride to
Atlanta, leaving anytime beC::ARROLLWOOD 3 B.R., 2 Bath tween J une 1 and June 8. Car
W to W carpet , .living room , din- must be ab)e to pull horse trailing room and Hall. D. w., Disp. er. Call 988-4665 . between 6-9pm
Heat and Air Deep Well-. $17,500,

10% down. 3306 Nakora Dr. 9359684

r.----------FOR SALE

An epodemiologist estimat- \
ed that there were 300-400 resident students sick on campus
at this time. USF twice this .
year had outbreaks of enteri- ·
tis ("winter vomiting disease"), caused by a virus.
Egolf, contended epidemics
are inevitable under such

'

I

'F or A Recdly Great Pizza
SEE THE
.. •

.PIZZA HUT

THE CENTER keeps about
400 common. drugs to administer to students~ with no
charge, and will arrange for
The College of Business Adother medicines to, be deliv'
ered, for a charge. The infir- ministration will publish an
may · admitS approximately alumni bulletin early in June.
'
five patients daily for bed • The paper, The College Of Bus· NOW THREE CONVENIENT LOCATIONS
care, and is always open for · iness News Bulletin, will be
sent free to the alumni of. the
admittance. ·
Although the stwdent obtains College of Business Adminisall of his medical care here tration and to local business_ __ .
men.
fr,~e of .ch<1rge, he has a'lreaQ.y
'·
According -to David R. . Kenpaid for such services with
• Phone 238-1212
E_. Hillsborough
3405
.
."
$7 .50 of his student activity erson, assistant professor of
fee at registration. This com- management and one of the
-' 7~6 N. Dale Mabry· Phon_e 877-1912
pares favorably with other editors, the ·purpose of . the
Florida s_tate schools, where paper is to acquaint area
$12 of the activity fee is used, businessmen with 1 activity in
plus a charge levied for any the college and with the writ- I -----------'-----..:....----,--'--.:._--~-------....::
ings of the College staff: In
'
treatment required.
The infirmary also pays for addition, the paper will inthe first $100 for hospital elude alumni news.

.

8426 N. FLORIDA

·~'"'"~"&··

Female roommate needed for
summer and fall; non-smoker

treatment. (Student health in- , close _living conditions. with so
surance,..is $100 deductible, so many students, and · they .can
_Job-Hunting SENIORS and graduate !luthe stude!lt shouldn't have to be expected every year. He . dents should fill out applications- with
2 FUrnished 2-Bedro·om
pay for anything.) Students do also said the present health
Alert Personnel, Inc. Nationwide affiliaHomes; Located on Nice
tions, and the best reputation in the
have to pay for X·rays or center is rapidly growing too
Lake Near City. Owner
business, puts us in doily contact with
medicine obtained off cam- small to1 adequately handle
companies in oil 50 states. {Many, many
238-3671 • .
the growing student body.
pus.
of them never send recruiters to cam.
·
:
·
·
were
there
SAID
· EGOLF
puses.) In m_ost coses, the company pays
_Egolf estimated that 90 per
three epidemics here this
whatever lees1ore involved. An- interJESSE R. MeELROY
year. The first was an out- • cent of the_ resident students .view 'costs you · nothing. Open 8 'til 5
E• .COMANCHE AVE.
3313
Mondoy through Fridoy. ALERT PER'.
break of flu in October when and 50 per cent of the com336'10
TAMPA
SONNEL, Suite -406, Morine Bank Bldg.,
the infirmary · was - so' over- muters have some type of
.·
·.
Tam o.
loaded the men had -to be health service during the
year.
transported to the Team Room ~~~~~~~~~~~---'~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
in Argos.

Alumn"1 Bullet1"n
Pl anne d F.or J une-

Terrace
Beauty Salon ·

College Soph or Jr. to care for
2 children (6 and 8) all summer,
~ hrs per qay, 5 days per week.
Prefer Ed. major, Spanish
speaking. ·Call 988·1277

Photographers model, part' time
e venings. Send photograph and
personal information to RoLand
Waterfront , 2 bedroom with an- P roductions, P.O. Box ' 16223,
other 2 bedroom for guests or Temple Terrace, Fla. 33617 .
rental on nic_e white sand bottom
11. WANTED
Jake close in. 238-3671.

·-'·

Chevalier Ball
Set Saturday

7. HELP WANTED

3. FOR RENT

\

ALLS TATE

\

There's a bettjr.way.
Flythere for
··w· - ir Canada.

~~~Tp~~~~E

'-If tare

CENTER

Phone 932-433 7

'
LOW COST AUTO INSURANCE

For Faculty and Students
-plusSR 22's filed.'
Located Next to Kirby~s Northgate .

Phone 935-0512

.,,,
.'

)'

·'•

La~gh-ln Duo
I

Star June 1
At Hixon Hall

2

· A~TIQUE GOLD FINISH
2·· ROUND MEDALLION
· · EA. · .
ON LONG HEAVY 27'' ·· · ' · ·
.
DECORATIVE .CHAIN . . . . . . . . .

98

The very last thing.

ALSO A!AILABLE: KEY ·CHAJN MEDAL .
· with heavy key chain
I

Seid yo1r c..d, or •011y ordir iodljf Special Offer
wltlle 11pply lasts! S11d 2.98 for eaclt •edallio1

I
/
-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-··
y~u ~ant
~hich
! Pl~ase
I
D
I rl
• LJ

. I-'

send ch'eck or money order to:
MEMENTO'S LTD: 690 Taft st. No. Bellmore, N.Y. 11l10'

check

!

NECK
MEDALLION

j

one

KEY
CHAIN MEDAL

!

NAME

I

1~~~
• CITY

STATE

ZIP
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Rowan and Martin, stars of
NBC's "La1;1gh-In" will appear •at Curtis Hixon Hall
June 7. ·
Tickets range from $2 to
$4.75 and may be purchased
at the Curtis Hixon box office,
Sears stores in Tampa; St. Petersburg, Clearwater, and
Belk-Lindsey of
Lakeland~
Britton, and from rri.erri.bers of' .
the Meninak Club of Tampa.
·Mail orders are being accepted, payable to Curtis Hix·
on Hall.
The Meninak Club is sponStop si_gns don't stop. cars. Drivers stop cars. Make
soring the show for youth
· sure you do and make sure he has. There's very little
charities.
e.atisfacticm in being dead right when you're dead.
The two comedians have set
Wherever, whenever you drive --~ •• _
a new trend in television with
their style of humor. Apdrive defensively. Watch out for the
pearing with them will be Kay
other guy. He may be the kind who'll
Carole, and her wooden comestop at nothing.
dian, Tommy.
· Mis·s · · Carole, a ·comedienne-ventriloquist, has appeared with Rowan and Martin. on
numerous occasions .
~~
.
She has also ·appeared in
ORIVE SAFELY DURING -~. ..,,
Hollywood. Miami Beach, Las
· Vegas awl Chicago.
THE HOLIDAY SEASON .
Music for the show has been
arranged by Jack Golly who,
with 'his 10-piece orchestra,
will augment the1 evening's
festivities. ·

,;

La•••••·-·-·~·-·~·-·~·-·•

. ..

~~·.4\
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If you're more than 12 years old
and under 22 you can fly anywhere
·on Air Canada's North American
routes for only half-fare. No extr::a
charge for stopovers.
Just go to an Air canada office or
your trayel .agent and present any .
airline youth "Stand-By fare I. O. card
- for your half-fare ticket on
Air_Canada. If there's an empty
seat in economy class at take-off
time, we'll put you in it for half price.
No telephone reservations or
confirmed advance sales..
You can also Join Air canada's
CWfl .Swing-Air Club and present cul'
membership card to most -otlier
airlines for a Stand·BY economy
class sea_t at half-fare. Membership
costs three dollars. The more you
fly, the_more you save.
Get your Swing·Air application . ·
arid all the detai ls at any Air Canada
ticket office .o r write to Swing-Air
Cl ub, Air Canada, Place Ville Marie,
Montreal 2, Canada. Now when
you travel you won't stick out like a
sore thumb. ·

AIR CANAOfl. (i

Waugh's 'Vile Bodies'
Violate Friday, Saturday
By PHILIP RUNNELS
Fine Arts Editor
V is for the very lovely parties.
I is for the ego-mania.
L is for the very lovely parties.
E is for the lovely evening parties.
B is for the Blount of Adam's life.
0 is for the only Chastity.

D is for the Daimler at the end.
I is for the ''i" in Bodies.
E is for the evangelist so dear.
S is for the race that's almost scratched
Put them all together, you've got "Vile Bodies," a Cham~
ber Theatre adaptation of Evelyn Waugh's novel presented by
the Speech Department Friday and Saturday evening at .8
o'clock in the Business Administration Auditorium.
-The production is under the direction of Sharla Heck, graduate teaching assistant, and is produced by Frank Galati, instructor. There will be no admission charge, i.e.', it's free.
THE GENERAL PLOT is all rather "bogus." Adam·
(played by J. S. Allen) becomes engaged to Nina (Karen Spadacene) in the course of their correspondence and Adam comes
home from Paris where he has been ·writing his memories.
He crosses the Channel (English) wiith Mrs. Melrose Ape's.
Angels (Cherry Mcintyre) singing frantically in the second class
part of the ship. Adam is stopped by the Customs Officers and
his memoirs are confiscated and burnt straight away, see!
Miss Runcible (Marcia Zudowsl,ti) , mistaken for a jewel
thief, is stripped to the skin by two terrific wardresses. "Well,"
say the Bright Young People. "Well, how devastating, Agatha
.,
darling, how goat-like, how too, too awful.".

Photo by Richard Smoot

Ragan, Hooks In 'Horizon'

'Horizon' Vivid With
Strong Acting, Emotion
By PIDLIP RUJ\'NELS
Fine Arts Editor

and Andrew, were .equally superb.

A respectable portion of the
warmth, despair, tragedy and
hardship that Eugene O'Neill
wove into his award-winning
"Beyond the Horizon" was reproduced enjoyably by Theatre USF Saturdfly evening in
the Theatre.

HOOKS AS A poetic farmer,
seemed at home in the role.
His easy manner and lanky
frame were always holding a
subdt.ied dominance of the
stage. His role called for understanding and warmth that
he conveyed with realism.

Moyer was nothing less than
Under the direction of Saul · a pleasure to watch. · Playing
Zachary, a strong cast -.,. the role of Andrew, he held
some. seemirigly tailor-made
the audience with sharp and
for the roles - kept the long
play moving smoothly with decisive dialogue. His underfew gaps and well-played standing of the character
emotion.
seemed to be developed fully.
Ben Hooks and Don Moyer,
· as the Mayo brothers, Robert

THE

The role of Ruth Atkins,
somewhat of a hardened

-SANDAL~

SHOP

I

shrew, was adequately acby Kirsten Wilson.
Although she seemed . to be
forcing herself at times, she
was able to swing from the
"sweet young thing" into bitter conflicts, and end up a
·harsh woman, with few flaws
in her performance.
complis~ed

. IN THE PRODUCTION the Narrator (Joey Argenio) . acts
as the a~ent for the ac.tion. He i::onditions audience response to ·
the parties and to Miles Malpractice (Ron Colburn) ·~ whose
\
.
friend is a Speed King (Louis Houk).
Walter Outrage (Bill Rehbach) and Father Rothschild
(Jerry Peeler) will be there discussing the younger generation.
And Miss Mouse (Janet Findling) will be wishing to tear down
her frock. If Simon Balcairn (George Randolph III) would be
more. careful what he p~ts in the gas oven, Lottie Crump (Martha Tiller) would offer him another drink.
But, Dear Hearts, cheer up. It has ·a Happy Ending, and
·
Harvey Schonbrun will be at the piano.

THE OLD SALT Captain
Dick Scott was the strongest
character on the stage. Although his script was limited,
Ed' Thompson left little doubt •
that he could have easily ·
manned a - freighter with the
best of them. His pusky voice
and vibrant delivery gave
Thompson a dominating presence.
Robert Gelinas had his moment at the close of the first
·act. As the head of the Mayo
household, his characterization of stark rejection and
anger was totally unrestrained
and electric. It was, however,
hindered superficially by the
less energetic restraining tactics of his family.

A Style · Of Vileness
George R-0ss Raldolph Il, Ronald Price Colborn and Steve
Allen prepare their roles for the Speech Department's production of Evelyn Waugh's novel, "Vile Bodies," to be pre8 o'clock in the Busisented Friday and Saturday evening
ness Administration Auditorium. The Chamber -Theatre production is under the direction of Sharla Heck, graduate teaching assistant. Fi-ank GaUati,,instructor, is producing.
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Rossini's "Barber of Seville" will be staged Monday
Tuesday and Wednesday evening at 8 :30, in the Theatre.
The entire Fine Arts Division
is uniting to produce the classic opera.

OLYMPUS-35
Hl-SPE.ED Fl.7 LENS
Cross-Coupled CDS Meter
Range-Finder
Easy Loading-Simple To Use
Budget Terms

$6995 WITH CASE
Your cofor film·· deserves
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Kodak
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FOR COLLEGE 'MEN

Starting from $55-$75
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Kiva A Zoo
Today At 2
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Opera Opens
Monday, TAT,
Runs 3Days

Tickets are on sale in the .
Theatre Box Office. AdmisSANDALS
$8 up
$14 up BILLFOLDS
is 75 ·cents for students,
sion
BAGS
$10 up VESTS
$25 ~p
for staff and Foµndation
$1.50
BELTS
$1.50
~3.50 up HAIRPIECES
general admission.
$3
and
All ITEMS MADE TO ORDER
COM~ SEE us AT
first produced in
opera,
The
Carol Belt as Mrs. Atkins,
Phone 877-5983
306 N. DALE MABRY
·.
.
and Beverly Crust as Kate .
Mayo had older women of 0 _ the early nineteenth century,
posit~ characters to portra~. __ will be sm;1g in a modern English translation.
Each did so with pleasing
Borrowing from the play of
translations.
Beaumarchais, Rossini's verPERHAPS the most lovable sion r~lates how ·Figaro, Secharacter on stage was Mary. ville's popular barber and
Seven-year-old Coleen Dunn general ma'n-of-affairs, helps
made her stage debut in the the young Count Almaviva
role and ·walked off with the outW:it the pretentious Dr.
respect of the audience. She Bartolo and make· off in marneither faltered nor anticipat- riage with his beautiful ward.
ed her lines and gave the proDr. Alfred Golding is the
duction a special highlight.
stage director fqr the opera.
In the present' production
Ralph Ragan and Doug
Kaye made appearances as under the general supervision
Ben, a farm hand, and Doctor . of Dr. Everett Anderson, Figaro, sung by Gerald Reyn·
Fawcett, a specialist.
olds, emerges as the modern
William A. Lorenzen [II de- man of reason, who like a
signed the settings. Although kind of Gulliver among the
the farm house was visually Lilliputians, ·is able to control
pleasing a n d comfortably the simple but backward elefunctional, it seemed incon- ments in his society.
gruolis with the mo.ad of the
In the role of the Count, Mel
play.
Higa is a diminutive and autoLIGHTING was compatible cratic Douglas Fairbanks Jr.
and beautiful due to tlie ef- He must, however, fall back
inevitably upon the resources
forts of Eldon J. Mecham. .
of his aide, Figaro, to help ·
"Beyond the Horizon" will him out of difficulty.
also run Thursday, Friday
Playing opposite Higa (on
and Saturday evenings at 8 :30
nights) are Tonilea
alternate
Theatre.
the
in
Moore and Susan· Weiss as
Rosina , ward to Dr. Bartolo,
played by Dr. Armand Watkins and Joe Lieb (also on alternate nights).
Weaving in and out of the
intricate plot are Ty Riddle as
Fiorello - a simple servant to
the Count, Basilio - a batlike
of the art of music
master
The Exit Players will preand slander, and Breta - Dr.
nt "Animals and Images"
Bartolo's old and· grumpy
oday at 2 p.m. in the Eduhouse-servant (doubled by
atio.n Building's Kiva. Jack
Susan Ankrom and Linda
Bel.t and Frank Morse, stu
Howell).
dent director, will be playin
Members of the chorus of
oah with the Experimental
musicians and soldiers inTheatre class.
clude Rick Bowser, Jack
It will be a portrayal of anGeist, Harry Pickup, John
imals that gradually trans
, Richard McCullough,
Ryan
retaining
humans,
arm into
Featuring traditional styles in
Richard Gomez, F r a n k
their animal characteristics.
Morse, Al Benson and Don
Some of the animals ap
all colors
Pyle.
s
o'
pearing will be a sloth,
giraffe, chipweasel,
trich,
.
Professor Edward Preodor
m
Nmunk,' and butterfly. .
the Music Department will
of
0
50
HI Please do not brmg an
conduct the orchestra through
~peanuts or. popcorn, th~ perthe springhtly music of the
tif,formers will be fed prior to show. The opera is replete'
~curtain time.
with well known tunes: per* *
haps the most familiar being
;~
!\( Bob Erwin will be direct"I Am the Barber of Sev[ting a short, one-act play, . ille," sung by Figaro.
l;'"The Suicide ' " during theU
21,'j
ti Eldon Mecham of th e Thea- ·
!§sa!ne program.
Arts Department has der\\ The new play by Mario)! tre
\(Fratti will have as its cast::' signed the sets which, accord:t]Bill Alexande!', Nita Laca ing to Golding, resemble a
kind of brightly colored doll's
fl1iand Janice Corns.
1708 So~ Dalo Mallry
§~
house, "Like the Prince's palk~
._._._._._._._._ ._._._._._._._._ ._._._._._._.__ . fuCT"'~§IT~iKllicl]lE>1>illZZlZ~1£2r3 ace at Monte Carlo."

I

.Photo by Richard Smoot

FRO~

l KODACOlOR I
Photo by Rich ard Smoot

'The Barber ' ¢>f. se·vill'e'
Gerald Reynolds; as Figaro, preiiii.res to ·shave Armin Watthe ~ forthcoming production of
'The Barbet. Of Seville.' The Music and Fine Arts Departments have joined for()es t-0 bring ' the production t-0 the
Theatre Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday. The production
is done in a modern English translation. Curtain time is 8:30
p.m. and tickets may be obtainjll} from the Theatre box of-

kins, playing Dr. Bart-Ola, in

Johnny R. Adcock•
Jack F. ·Newkirk
Adcock-,.,aore Agency
Suite 206
Mariner Building
· 5415 Mariner Street
Tampa, Florid.. 33609
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Tel: 877-8391 ·

TERRACE
CAMERA SHOP
Temple Terrace Plaza

.

.

· fi~

-. : COLOR :

u1llaEs ···

It
988-1213

PHONI AN~ YOUR OIDIR·wtLL II II.ADY IN MINUTUI
HOURS: Sunday thnrThursday: 1 l A~M. to 12.P.M. - Friday and Saturdci)'l 1 A.M. to 1 A.M.

---~-----------------------------------------~.

KRISTY'S SHACKS

.

~

HOT ROAST BE.E·F ............. ~ •••••••••••••• .• • • • • • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • • • • • •

.69

Choice Roast Beef with heavy natural gravy on ltaliim loaf .garnished with Garlic Butter
0

KRISTY' BURGER .• ·-· • ." ............· .-. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

.69

. Choicest Beef topped with our Special Sauce, green peppers, on ion, tomatoes,
sauted in Italian oi Is on sesame roll.

PIZZA BURGER ••••••••••••• .••••••••••••• •••••••••••• ·•••• • • • • • • • • • • •
Choicest Beef topped with Kristy's Pizza Sauce on Sesame Roll, onions and pickles
CHEESEBURG'ER .•••••. •••••.•••••••• •• ·, •••••••••••••• •••••••••• I • • • • • •
Choicest Beef, topped with provolone cheese, tomato, lettuce ancl pickle on a sesame roll.
MAD MIKE • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Holland Ham, salami, Roast Beef, T~rkey, served HOT on Italian loaf topped with
.
.Kristy Pizza Sauce and our Blended Cheese

IT·ALIAN SUB . ........ , ••. •••••••••••••• •••••• , • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • • • • • •
·Served Hot

on an Italian loaf.

.69
.69
0

69 '

.69

Imported .Ham, salami, Provolone cheese, Yellow cheese and
lettuce, tomatoes, Pickles & Oil-· Onions ·

CUBAN •••••••••••••• ••••••• ·•••••••••••••• ••••• ,. •• ·••• -... • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Served Hot on a Cuban loaf. Imported Ham, Roast Beef, Yellow Cheese, Swiss Cheese
lettuce encl Pjckles • .
,
Swiss cheese.
and
cheese
American
ham,
Holland
I.
rol
sesame
on
Served
HAM AND CHE ESE
Onion ••••••••
&
pe~pers
green
fried
grill
~ith
topped
loaf,
ITALIAN SAUSAGE Served on Italian
•• • ••••
•••••.
MEAT BALL DELITE ••••••••••••• ••••••••••••• ••.••.••••••••
peppers,
ch~rry
with
cheese,
blended
sauce,
Meat Balls sliced in halves, garnished wit~ ;pa.ghetti
thips
Pepperoncini and Potato
I

.69
.69
.69
.69
·

-----------------------------------------------

Just A"Hop, Skip ·and.Jumpi'from USF Campus on Busch Blvd. at 42nd Street.
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BLACK AND SUC<:;ESSFUL ... a Negro American Idea in structor talks
frankly about the problems of the people of his race and how he overcame the obstacles of prejudice to becoi:ne what he is today.

4

USF's PLAYWRIGHT IN RESIDENCE ••• playwright Saul Zachary is interviewed by one of his st~de'nts to find the real man behind the instructor.
Zachary's impressive record of plays performed makes him a worthy
subject for study.

6

PO'ST NO' BILLS ... a pictorial on the various ornaments found on dormitory windows and the ~ reason so many students choose to decorate
_ them. Some of the more attractive ones are featu red on this page.

7

AN ANCIENT ART FOR SPACEAGE RESEARCH . • . glassblower Ron
Quincel talks about his fascinating job of caring for the glassware in
the Chemistry department and how he's asked to come up with original
and operable glass tools for some--of the more technical research projects in science at USF.

8

THEY HELP THE DEAF TO HEAR . : . the Tampa Oral Scho ol for the Deaf
is visited to watch some USF students aiding deaf children in learning
techniques that will help them to com~nicate in a dewi anding world.

10

WHAT MAKES JOEY GO? ... if anything happens at Thea tr e· USF, Joey's
got so~ething to do with it;. A writer talks to Joey t o get some of bis
background and reactions to his acceptanc_e on campus.

10

STUDENT STARGAZERS ... a. look at USF's little known obsei:vatory and
the ·students who frequent it. The universe is ever coming closer together
and space exploration is bringing the "knowledge of planets into reality
and these students want to - get into the action._
..,.

?

-

3

..

~= ,--;·· ·~::::::>

ON THE LAWNS OF USF

Art

*
*
*
*
Dancing and Entertainment

Another Special from
Food Service from Morrisons

A HARDENING SUBJECT •
clay transformed into meaningful objects
is seen before your very eyes in this pid~rial capturing art students in
their favorite past time, in and out .of class'.
·

14

THE GIRLS USF GIRLWATCHERS WAT.CH ••• the favorite sport of the
college male is explored in- pictures on the USF c~mpus ·to answer t,he
question, '_'What are USF males thinking about_and lo-oking at?" ~

<

Ted Starr, Cecil Colson, Jim Daniels, George Stewart.

About The Magazine
The Oracle Magazine, supplemental to _The Oracle, offidal
campus newspaper, is published by the Office of -Campus Publications., University of. South Florida, University Center 223,
Tampa., Florida 33620 through the- facilities _of the Times Publishing Company, St. Petersburg, Florida.
'

-by Elena & The Wahines
• Free for students
on 21 meal pla_n
• $1.25 for students
and faculty
• $1.00 children under 10

12

'.Art Thomas, Anthony Zappone.

The Beachcombers

on Sale_Argos Center

AND ,THE BEAT GOES ON ... today's mu.sic is probably more cllversified
-th~n even before and a writer looks int9- th~ real meaning -of today's
trend in the field.

.

Music By

*****

I

On -The Cover
_ Artist Clilcil Colson worked long and hard on
the art cover to achieve a representation of the
· art and form in ce-ramics. The use of spot color
and - contemporary art forms helped him add
dimension· to his work. Picture~ of the ceramics
classes begin on page 12.

Anthony Zappone, Editor
Prof. Walter Griscti, General Manager
Dr. Arthur M. Sanderson, Publisher
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An American Idea lnstruf}tor

Black And Successful
By Anthony Zappone

closed to most other Negroes .._. it's been a hard

Mr. Smith is black and has gone through - fight.
"The prejudices that I ran into in the south '
"a lot of hell" to become a successful college
would _have killed off tnost Negroes. ·a lot ofinstructor with five degrees -behind him.
He'_s William A. Smith, an American -Idea them . want to get somewhere b~t they -need
Instructor who was with-the Skyway Campus of help."
One of Smith's dreams is the organization of
St._Petersburg Junior College before ~t folded.
- on college campuses throughout the
people
courts
Florida
in
suit
filed
He and seven others
to further the ideals of the late Martin
country
_
fired
were
they
be~ause
seeking reinstatement
He feels King did more to set the
King.
Luther
before their contracts expired. _
An impressive data sheet accompanies him stage for the future of Negro history than did
on all of his interviews, lectures, and appear- any other man and sees great trouble if~- any
·ances. It lists his educational background, writ- other course is followed by the Negro community.
ings, and achievements.
Of violence, he said:
IncludecLamong them are:
v First Negro to make literary society "This is frustration. The average poor perClisthonian Debating Society. Burlington, Iowa. son is rriad at the world. Mad about not having
V Fir~t Negro to represent school in foren- a decent job . . . a good home and other things.
sic contest, Burlington, Iowa.
"The only good about violence is it's the
man's cry for som~one to pay attention to
poor
v First Negro to make honor roll. BurlingWithout violence, they never will."
him.
ton, Iowa. Burlington High School.
Tampa will have few if any incidents this
v Won letters in football, track, begate and
Smith -thinks. "There- will be a little
summer,
exterpporaneous speaking. Burlington Junfor
in Tampa but the incidents will be
trouble
of
bit
College.
few and far between."
He lists 16 major achievements, six catego-"Proper_planning can cool the long hot sumries in educational background, six in religious
background, _six in educational experience, and mer. JJ's the unemployed fellow that gets hot
five categories of military experience. _ He's under ihe collar and wants i:o burn' things down.
Give the people hope and show them something
- been around.
"I never attended a segregated school," is being done for them.'' Smith said % to %, of
Smith recalled. ''Yes, I competed quite a bit the -poor people are white.
- "White people don't have to riot • • • their
with the white folks and -most of the time I
gives them hope."
skin
came out on top."
"It's like the expr--ession 'free, white and 21.'
Mr. Smith considers himself among the
white, you've got a good head start on
you're
If
most successful in the Negro commUnity. In
life."
prestige, college instructors are on the top and
that's what he is.
Things are _goillg to get real -bac;l in other
though, if Smith's predictions hold true.
areas,
"I'm probably the ex<;:eption rather than the
of the young militant Negro is that
mood
"The
rule. I've always had the yearning to be a suctheirs because they are Ameriare
rights
the
can
cess. If a person wants to be successful, he
rights is injurious to the
withhold-these
To
can.
I
think
I
But
is.
skin
his
no matter what color
tried - just a littl~ harder and -opened doors white man as well as the bl~ck."

Students listen with frif~rest at_Smith's ideas on contemporary American life.

Negro prof listens to troubles.
"According to Newsweek magazine," Smith
said, "economically, discrimination costs the
American economy $23 billion a year." He said
this is irr terms of jobs, manpower, and desfruc·
·tion.
Well accepted in .the all white classroom,
Smith feels his popularity is -due to his ability to
verbalize ~he real feelings '9f N~groes and explain their-problems first han~·"I think the people at USF are a great bunch.
Very inquisitive. This course (American Idea)
is the most exciting one I've ever taught.
"My students have accepted -me as a scholar. There have .been _ s~ntiments "expressd
about being pleased at having a Negro professor. I think' they have- been especially impresseg about the way I handle--racial issues
. : . sometimes 'w ith a little-'hlimor. 'Teaching a
course like this is almost like taking the class
into the ghettos and letting them see first hand
the problems of poor people." Letting his students do most of the talking
-has endeared him even more to the students
who aren't listened to anywhere else. "To, me,
the teacher who teaches best teaches least. The
purpo~e of a teacher is to: teach students to do
without him.''
Mr. Smith is also Rev. Smith. He's the pas~
tor of the First Baptist Church of St. Peters-burg. He likes keeping dose to God in his ·own
way and attributes his success to1lis God.
-

-

"I don't llke fo ·get irifo teiigim~s issues because so many p_eople in college have .different
ideas about the subject. You have yol,ir religion
:
' and I'll keep mine." His religion dictates to him a sense of hones:
ty, fairness, and integ-rity and thisJs the way he
conducts his evePyday life. When he - said he
was an exception to the rule that he was a sue•
cess, -he - could- well have said his personality
and attitudes were an exception to-the rule o-f
fate that ha:s -dictated a violeQt course of the
N~gro in -gaining his freedom.
ORACLE .triAGAZINE, May, 1968
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US F's Playwright In · Residence
By Martha Fuentes

Zachary' received his B.A. degree -"cui:n
laude" fro!_ll Brooklyn College in New York
City. His English major included: One year-of
Shakespeare, two years of Classical and Rest<r
ration Drama; one year of Playwriting .a nd one
year of Acting and Speech. --

When Saul Zachary, playwright-in:.residence
at USF( was a student at Seward Park High
School in New York City, he found in a~ Freudi
an fashion a catalyst for the production ot ms
ereative writing.
"She h a a b rown
· h air
· WI"th re dd"ish h"ighli ghts
''My first
'One Long · Day,' a .one-act
. -play
_
.
play,-was produced at Brooklyn College. It was
· h"
-,, h
. d "th · .
an d rav1~ l,Ilg 1egs,
e e~p1ame WI a .mis- ~.
,, _
.
·
"Sh
.
··t·
·
t
.
.h
a
disaster,
he
remarked.
.
-_
chievous grm.
e was my_ wri mg . eac er.
His first professionally produced play was a
She was - ~ways encouraging. I had a . rabfd
crush on her and I wanted to please lier. Since TV drama, "Wait Withou~ Love," fqr Stuilio
what I had in mind was out of the question, I ..-One, CBS, New.York City, ill 1959.
started to write instead.
"I was in the control roolT1: during the pr<r

the' Yale Drama _Festival and at Amherst and
Smith College.
The young playwright's awards - include a
grant from CBS-TV in 196(kfor $5,000 and the
Music Corp<)ration of Am~rica Writing Fellowship in 1007. In 1958 .he received the Ottilie .Grebanier Playwriting Award and honorable»men' Playwriting
.
tion./ in the
1957 Samuel French
.
Award.
' ~
"I_writ.e both \comedy and~_drama," he ex-:
plainetl, "but I feel · funnier in real lif~ than
when I write. My disposition inclines fioward
darker views, but J have moods. ·I think · the
clinical term for it is 'sick.'

"My parents didn~t encourage me to be a duction. There was 'a. good reception to the
writer. My father was a staff of life - he was a play, but I was petrified. It was quiet - a much
"I
wr~te a musical once with a/ gifted song, .
baker. He would ·bring ·home bread and rolls more muted feeling than you have from a live
.writer. A friend of mine, a writer, referred this
every morning. My mother thought it would be -' audience in the theatre."
songwriter·· to me. He ) 1ad fourteen songs of
· a good idea for me to be a baker too so I would
. "Flame In ~e Wind: The Story Of Nijin· . western vintage. I can't stomach westerns, but
learn a trade and keep out of mischief.
. " _ ~ _ sky" was produced by Kraft Television Thea· I he~rd them and some·were lovely~ I thought it
"1 began my career by writing_.prose. Some tre, NBC-TV in 19~9.
_ might be intersting to try to shape ·them into an
· of it' was published in avant-garde bakeries and
Under option -now for possible off-Broadway off-beat western."--.
literary magazines. I wrote poetry for private production · is "Triple Play," . three one-;act .
"Bqt he and I had fights. It was messy. Now
consumption, but it was bad poetry.
plays produced here during Quarter II.
I never collaborate. 'But I'm not against it on
Other successes include an off-Broadway principle. ·Nothing 'came of the' milsical. LOts of
"I started writing plays in college. B~rnard
'
.
.
production
-of a comedy, "A /Stomach Full of
Grebanier was my teacher at Brooklyn Coliege,
'"" .
(Oontinued Next Page)
and he awakened my interest in playwriting." Echoes," at Players Theatre, - productions at
1
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near misses, but nothing's happened to it."
Zachary's versatility is evident in his attire.
He is equally at home in a suit with a dress
shirt and tie ·or in casual clothes that he wears
with a special flair. Whether dressed in a green
velour slip-over shirt that glints green elves in
his large dar k eyes or in a red shirt, he is r elaxed and at ease. He is tender and gentle,
sensitive and observant.
His ink-black hair is worn long and shaggy.
"My wife cuts it for ine infrequently," he commented.
"My wife Chifra is a very gifted modern
dancer and choreographer," he added. "We
have one child, Eve, who is four years old, but
she is really a midget masquerading under the
guise of a child. She works part-time as a narcotics agent in her nursery school. She's much
older than both of her parents."
Walking across the USF campus, Zachary
,
appears to be masquerading as a schoolboy
playing hooky from classes. He chooses to walk
in the gutter, saying, "I like to live dangerously."
As an _instructor, he is dynamic and influential. Outside the classroom, he can usually be
found at the University Center's coffee shop,
his solitude often disrupted as students seek

Zachary puts himself into his wo-rk while directing USF play.
him out. De generates a great deal of hero worship. He is the first playwright-in-residence at
USF.

out of improvisational experiments, such as
'America Hurrah' and 'Viet Rock.' "

Zachary will be at USF through the academic year of 1968. He teaches Playwriting, Modern
Theatre Practice ancfWorkshop.

be a playwright, he noted: •'I think you have ·to
have something loose in your skull. You need
talent. Sweat. And luck. But seriously, you have
to be crazy. Not funny-farm crazy. More of a
controlled fever, I suppose. __

In Zachary's Playwriting class at USF, one
of the assigned textbooks is Greballier's Playwriting. "In Brooklyn College, when I sttidied
under Grebanier, he did not use a text, however. He used different readings. He demanded
more reading than I do in my class. You had to
have a full year of Shakespeare - he repeatedly used Shakespeare to illustrate his points. He
was tough. He assigned two or three plays a
week and really picked them apart.
/

''His assignments were different than the
ones I use in class, but the basic format ~~
essentially the same. There is a difference in
Grebanier's method of teaching and mfue. He
didn't work with improvisation. He was a
classicist. By nature, I'm not. But the tools of
analysis he gave me were invaluable."
Writers ·are r not always expected to be good
at acting and writing, but Zachary, in his versatility, has tried acting _ on stage. "In my
plays, if one of the actors drops dead, I · will
kick his corpse, then stumble on and take his
place. Acting takes an enormous amount of energy, discipline and talent. But for me the work
·
is not as satisfying as writing.
"There is an increasingly fuzzy line between
the writer and the actor. I think we're going
through a historical reprise of how things once
were - in the Neanderthal days · the husband
would go out and kill a dinosaur and tell his f emale about it. He would combine the function of
creating the story and acting it out.

In Zachary's own analysis of what it takes to

"A playwright should have an intrinsic
death wish because it is an awfully dangerous
way to spend your life. It doesn't hurt to be possessed. Wouldn't it be great to be 'passion's
slave' like the · characters in Shakespeare?
Those men were gripped _by emotions bigger
than themselves.-A writer spends half his time
synthesizing emotion _he doesn't feel.
"You have 1to le~ve the -lemmings __behind
-and plunge off a cl~f and let them follow you.
Good idea to carry a parachute with you
though, in case they change thei:r: minds. But
you can't be completely apart; a playwright exercises his function in a public medium - theatre. Very difficul~ problem - satisfying yourself and an audience too.
"You must isolate yourself to write, but you
c~'t isolate yourself from people: unfortunate-

ly ... What did I jtlst say?
''Talk to me tomorrow and I'll disagree with
everything I've said. Matter of fact, I may sue
you for libel. Then again, since I hate extreme
statements, including my own, I may not. Who
knows?
"I am still experimenting for a way to live,"
Zachary concluded~ "I am not an authority. I
am only too/ aware of my own ignorance and
blind spots to feel like a big shot. ~ I want to
do is write a good play; I'll leave the pontific
statements to someone else.

''Experiences evolve into improvisational ·
theatre. A group in New York, The Open TheaAm I humble though? When I listen to
tre, is doing some interesting things that grew myself I feel like throwing up."
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Post No .Bills
If you can't open 'em,
decorate 'em.
That's the philosophy
many dorm students adopt.
after they're told of the $5
fine for opening dormitory
windows. Every imaginable
ornament __ from beer -cans
to pantys and bras are displayed in the wlnclows.
Oc~asionally, a -feirrale
student will forget her curtains aren't pulled and
have an audience, usually
consisting of males, gather
beneath her window. In
such a case, decorations
can be a "safety precaution."
Some of the windows are
pictured here for y o u r
amusement.
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Ron Quincel gives his al.I to ·make b'ubble on glass tube .

.

.

-

For Spaceage -Research
Bunsen burner is -used to melt glass.
as the saving of time; - say they are formed glass the United States and the
Many projects in USF's re- tubing and shapes of vary- . number continues to deThe Chemistry Building
search laboratories - could ing -Sizes is· wholly inade- crease.
at USF is the last place
not be undertaken- without quate.
Persons seem to be enmost people would expect
- One piece of apparatus · tering the field o n 1 y
Ron's services because of
to find someone practicing
limitations of either time or that had come "back to the through appreritice ·training
an ancient art.
money, and in some cases drawing 1 board" was a by oil companies and such
Yet, there, this man,
glass manifold. It was- only other firms requiring these
both.
Ronald Quincel, in a laboeighteen
approximately
- Each. product of - Ron inches long by about fifteen _ skilled artisans. ·
ratory that looks like MerBefore becoming interQuincel's laboratory starts inches high; it had the aplin's den, is a glassblower
in glassblowing Ron
ested
with design sketches, phys- pearance of something
serving scientific research.
lab technician, welda
was
ical and performance spec- from Rube Goldberg's
The uniqueness of a modbrazing on compoand
ing
ifications, ·and consultation ·hobby shop.
ern master glassblower
our atomic subma- of
nents
with ·the researcher. And
The . piece consisted of rine reactors. But a neighseems surprassed · only by
when in practice the piece one simple stop cock (glass
the uniqueness of the appliof apparatus --does not valve), one three-way stop bor . who was a master
cation of his· art to campus
match the theory · it is cock, one cold trap (similar glassblower excited Ron's
needs. ·That his operations
"back to the drawing to a 9-inch test tube), and a active craftsmanship and
have a continuing fascinaproceeded to teach him the.
board."
- flask of about one-~up ca- art.
tion is shown by Mr. QuinDescribing the products pacity. The flask included a
cel' s comment regarding
Anyone who has watched
is frustrating. The individu- permanent siphon which
the regularity with which
glassblower a_t a carnia
The saving he effects, in al nature of the items required the addition of a
he is interviewed.
in years past, or at St.
val,
He readily supplied the the cost of the equipment · implies there is nothing with filter. These compon~nts
famous pier,
Petersburg's
·clippings together with -a he produces, is as dramatic which to compare them. To were joined into an intriguwill testify
years,
recent
in
ing system of lengths of ~;,
of people
number
the
to
glass tubjng.
' by._ both his skill
fascinated
Ron worked on what appeared to be a miniature and his pieces. Just as peotrombone slide made of 1~:· ple are . fascinated by
glass tubing. When finished seeing a portrait flow from
it would have a replaceable the brush of an artist at a
segment necessary for the county air. Even Tenne.ssee
project on , which it would Williams' The Glass MebE! used. Other much lar- nagerie in its own way
ger pieces of apparatus in pays tribute to the skill of
'° process in Ron's laboratory· the glassblower . .
involved up to 1¥2" diame:.
Sur:ely Ron Quincel is not
ter tubing. and proportjona- in a position to extend a
tely larger components.
blan_k et invitatfon to stuUnderlying general ad- dents at the University of
miration for the effective- South Florida to visit his
ness and efficiency of Ron laborat9ry and watch him
Quincel' s glassblowing lab- work. It is a safe bet that
oratory is curiosity about an occasional and genuinehow a ·person happens to ly interested student would
become involved in so rare not have too difficult a time
' ·a blend of art and craft. finding both Ron's laboraRon says there are about tory and himself welcome,
·
glassblowers left in even if guarded. '
1,200
bending.
for
glass
.
soften
to
-Extreme temperatures are needed

By W:alter Sager ·

booklet, published by the
Glass Container Manufacturers' Institute, Inc., giving the history of glassblowing.
Keen enthusiasm and
pride come quickly as Ron
is easily drawn into duscussion of his work. He de- scribes how he is' able, in a
few days time, to provide,
for ,a current research project, some piece of appara- tus, perhaps simple, perhaps complex, of nonstandard .design. . Sell c h
items often take six months
or more for development
and production by such
glass producers as Corning
or Owens~Illinois.
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They Help The Deaf 70 Hear
By Montsy Alvarez
Three hours a week -of help can mean a lot if you're deaf.
Helping young people with impaired hearing
. fa part .- of. ·tile curriculum ' in Prof . . Stewart
Kinde's c;i.uditory methods course (EDS 573) in
speech pathology and his students say they get
great satisfaction in their course wprk.
The Tampa Oral School for .the Deaf, located
in the Southw~st part of Tampa, is appr()Ximately thr.ee years old. It comprises . a main building_with offices, lunchroom and a Classroom
complex. This building is Fred Conn Hall,
named after the local busineisman who is the
school's benefactor. It was in this building that
classes were conducted for two_and a half years
untiJ January, 1968, when an additional classroom·complex was dedicated.'
Controlled by a community 21 - member
board of directorS, the school rfunctions as part
o~ the Hillsborough County School System. Fi.nancial assistan-ce comes mainly from the school
board. The Tampa Junior Woman's Club, which
_founded the schoolr also supports it financially
as do grants-in-aid worn s.uch organizations_as
the Anti-Poverty prograrp.L
. Largely res~~sible fo~ .'the 'schoql's gr~wth
and,: expansion is its direCtor; .Mrs. Barbara Ste:phaney who move·d to -Tampa about three and a
half years ago with her husband, who is an
- arcliitect.
·
·
-·
.
Shortly after settling in Tampa, a neighbor,
a member of the. Juiiior Woman's qub., knowing of Mrs. Stephaney~ s training, approached
her with a ptoposal to help organize the school.
From this proposal has grown · a .school which
now has · 5 faculty members and 44 children
currently enrolled.
· ·
Working with· these teachers, the- USF students . assist in .. the • classroom and observe
-

~specially

Teaching intern Herschel York studies .intently the -expression. of deaf boy during t~erapy session.

~-~~~~~~~~~~~-

•

/
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Deaf children are eager to cooperate with intern Sandy Metcalf as she helps them to imitate sounds.
the methods used by the instructors in the
training of the child.
The ages of the children enrolled in the school
range between 18 months and 8 years. Age and
the degree of hearing defect, ranging from
moderate· to total hearing loss, determine how
classes are divided.
Pupils attend classes for three hours a day
and may attend morning sessions from 9-12 or
afternoon sessions from 12:30 to 3:15. The average size of these 3-hour classes is six children
per teacher.
Ellie Aubel who holds her MA from New
Mexico works with the four- and five-year-olds
at the school.
Working with the oldest .group, the six- to
eight-year-olds, is Judith Thorne who has a BS
from Central Institute. Joan Coleman who
works with the two-year-old age group holds a
BS degree in elementary education from University of Tampa.
In Mrs. Stephaney's words the school's qbjectives are, "to help the child live with his
handicap, to help the parents adjust to having a
child with such a problem, and to help develop
the child's skill to his maximum potential."
Thus, the school's job 'is twofold: to educate the
parent as well as the child.
Interviewing and instructing parents in their
responsibilities is the first step in the school's
program of study. As a s~hool worker and

mother of a four-year-old she said, " The
hardest part is getting the parents in on the
program. They think the school must teach the
children everything but all we can do is prepare them to learn and to adapt to the outside
world." Through this preparation, Mrs. Stephaney said, "We attempt to make learning a
fun thing and to give them the added security
they need.''
The classroom program of study consists of
three phases: auditory training, language, and
speech.
/
·
Auditory training involves an awareness of
sounds. "Sounds are meanings and they
must learn to respond to them," Mrs. Stephaney said.
·
·
Teaching language to both the parents and
the child is an important phase of the program.
The use of proper language between the parent and the child makes communication between them easier. The use of the ITA (Initial
Training Alphabet) is one of the school's teaching methods. Through this newly devised phonetics syst'em; the child learns to read and identify words by the way they sound, and not by
how they are written.
Speech is the last phase of the pfogram.
Hete the child learns lip reading and speech
through observing his instructor and others
speak.
The program -of study goes much further

than the three hours in the classroom. Daily
notebooks are sent ho~e with the children to
the parents. They report the day's activities
and program of study and the teacher makes
suggestions of what the parent should do to supplement classroom work.
· A reply is requested by the teacher as .to the
success of the evening's activities and any
problems which might have arisen at home.
Through this contact between the parent and
the teacher, children who possess real potential
benefit greatly. One USF stUdent, Loie Perez,
said, "It's surprising how much they can really
learn, if you just take the time to get their
attention; this is the biggest problem."
The students do more than just observe.
They also work directly with the teacher and
the children. Mary Haynie,, 6SE, another USF
student who has done some library work, has
used her experience to select and present picture books to the three-year-olds in Miss Patterson's class.
"These teachers are really great with these
kids; it's really amazing what they can do,"
said Miss Haynie. Another USF student, Alex
Romano, agrees wholeheartedly.
Professor Kinde's students may visit the
school three hours a week as part of their curriculum. But dui·ing their time at the school,
they cease to be USF students working for a
grade.

Children have fun working with USF st.udents and San.d y Metcalf does her best to keep their respect in the classroom.
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,-\Afhat Makes J~ Go?
By Yvonne Williers
r
Joey Argenio, a student actor and producer,
is nearsighted yet farsighted. Nearsighted
physically and farsighted in that he thinks big.
He has high hopes.
Tall and barrel-chested, Joey is quite at
home in the drama_department as 1!._e himself
cut$ a dramatic figure. His warm, deep
timbred voice can be heard throughout the theater offices.·
Beneath a jutting brow his moist and sparkling eyes combine laughter with seriousness.
Joey describes the theater as "crisp, disciplined and dependent upon an absolute schedule." Proof of this is his present involvement in
six productions, two for the 1)peech department
and four for the theatre.
·
Joey's avid interestin the theater was developed, ironically enough, by accident. He was in~
Jerested in arts in high school and started writing poetry during his sophomore year.

Joey reads mail from callboard.

' Although he still writes poetry as "cathartic
mental exercis.es,'' drama is number one in his
life.

Joey directed a children's show, "Greensleeves' Magic," for "nostalgic reasons" ·which
was played at children's hospitals and orphanages.
.

He has also recently acted in a children's
movie, "The Emperor's New Clothes," (S. E.
Productions) starring John Carradine and Lyla
Le.e .
Joey works very closely with the Experimental Theater and took part in "Mama, Please
Don't Make Me Go to College, My H~ad Hurts,"
the first student writt<e n play to be produced at
Sputh Florida.
Although Joey feels that the modern theater
is "exciting" his bent is towards the classical.
He lists Albee and . Shakespeare as his favorite
playwrights and Hamlet, Oedipus and George
(in "Virginia Woolf") as his favorite characters.

"I thought I was Robert Frost, Carl Sandburg and E. E. Cummings rolled into one ·
Among the_ many parts he has . pl~yed at
and was sure that I would win the Pulitzer
Prize before I was twenty-one," he grinned. "I South Florida are Rudolpho in "View From the
Bridge"; George in "Virginia Woolf"; 1st voice
didn't make it."
"I took a course in drama ,simply because m "Under Milkwood"; Paul in "The Typist";
there was no other alternative," he explained. Ben in "The Tiger"; Malvolio in · "Twelfth
During the semester he became involved in Night"; and Steve in "Paint Your Wagon."
"Midsummer Night's Dream" in which he
Joey would eventually_like to becom_e a proplayed Snug the Joiner for the benefit of a
actor and hopes to study at the Royal
f
essional
crippled children's association. "The last performance was for the children themselves and Academy in England. If his high spirits and
since that time I've never wanted to do· any- vital energy are any indication of his determithing but act," he concluded.
·,
nation, he is sure to succeed.

'

installed, including a point measuring for the
By Mary Ann Blind
j
measurement of star positions and four 12" tel"When I survey the bright Celestial sphere,
-escopes, three of which are set up. These and
so rich with jewels hung," (Wm. Habinton), I
other sirr:iilar instruments are in use in the four
usually go into deep daydreams. But when the
major rooms of the observatory - the observU.S.F. astronomy students survey the sky, they
ing room, two offices, and a dark ro~m.
see the stars for what they really are.
Dr. Eichhorn said that research Will be
These s;tudents are not discovering new
facilitated when they install a 26" Schmidt
stars, however. As ,Dr. Eichhorn Von Wurmb,
Cassegrain telescope delivered earlier this
chairman of the Asfronomy department, puts
year. This $100,000 special design telescope will
it, "Amateurs discover new stars."
be one of the major research instruments in the
They are involved in astrometric research. country. -He also said that they intend to have it'
This consists of taking measurements to deter- busy every clear night.
mine star positions, which will eventually be
compiled .for a new catalog of star positions.
When this big telescope does come, the observatory
will be opened to the students and the
These measurements can also be used to determine such things as how far away in space a public one night every week or two. The night
star is, its movement in space, the forces that for students may or may not be the same as for
make it move, and how much energy it_ emits. the public. There will be a guide for the protecDr. Eichhorn also said that by these measuretion of the delicate instruments.
ments they will ·be able , in the long run, to
check Newton's axioms of 11).0tion.
'Through the. open nights at the observatory
.
r
The observatory that these students are and Astronomy 371 - the course for non-astronusing does belong to USF, although most of my majors :__ Dr. Eichhorn hopes to inthe rest of the students don't even know that it terest many more ·student.s in astronomy as a
exists. It opened in the middle of 1964, When -the major. He said, "Many people would be interdepartment decided that an observatory . was ested in astronomy if they knew what it was."
needed for those majoring in astronomy. It was
Another thing he made mentio'n of was
built on 46th Street, beyond the USF golf a conference-here from March 18-20 on graphic
course.
·
astronomical technique. Present were . a seBy 1965, most of the present equipment was lect group of leading astronomy experts from

.
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all over the world. They exchanged ideas · and
made written reports. .
·

as

~ooking at. such important things
this
conference, it seems as -t!_J.ough many people
know about USF's astronomy department
and observatory, even if the USF students
don't. Perhaps some of our · students should
check into Astronomy 371 and our observatory
~when it opens.
·

Considered fhe most popular jazz team in the recording industry is Herb Alpert and _.th~ Tijuana Brass.

•••

And The Beat Goes On

Today's music mirrors the thoughts of today's labeled as -rock and roll, it had gradually beyouth, both verbally and instrumentally.
come accepted as a seri<?us fo:rm of music.
A sonata by Beethoven, a traditional Negro
In
-tracing
·the
rise
and
maturity
of
rock,
_ The actual turning_point or important mospiritual, the music of Cole Porter, the voices -of
many
people
relate
the
popularity
of
the
Beament
in popular music was evident in the clasthree American Presidents, the sounds of India,
tles
as
the
determining
factor.
Actually,
it
sic
Beatle
aibum, "Rubber Soul!" Much to the
and serious discussion about the wotld situa- ,
goes
back
a
bit
further,
to
the
mass
interest
in
surprise
of
fans and critics, the Beatles had
tion. What iS this, you ask?
a "revival" (if such a word is appropriate to stepped up to a different plateau. They not only
The curriculum of a humanities course?
describe something which never was dead) -of sang . about love and fun, .. but now inCluded
A television special?
folk i:nusic. The commercial surge of hooten- death, bedtime passiOn, and an individualistic
The contents of a weekly news magazine? annies and guitar strumming in the late '50's is Beatle view of the world in thefr.songs.
Although it may 0e any one of these, it's ac- the major reason rock has bad the opportunity
The Beatles were no longer predictable.
-tually the basis for a current top selling rock to stretch into other fields.
They could _now write - about anything they
and roll album.
Into the public view came the bluesy, heart- pleased and _be as vague or specific as they
breaking, and down-to-earth vocal strains of wanted to. Here was the breaking point. The
Yes, that's right, rock and roll!
Peter, Paul, and Mary, Pete Seeger, and the
The phrase may be the same but the con- Kingston Trio. While rock and roll was twisting lock was opened, and · the Beatles and every
other group performing similar rock music
tent, approach, and technique upon which rock and belting out numerous other dance
· were no-longer caged by the all too.-static pretunes,
or pop music is based has taken tremendous folk music was asking where ·all the
flowers dictability which surrounded rock and roll. Comstrides in all directions. No longer -are simple had gone and why.
-,
posers could now be as creative as they liked
chord patterns, loud drums, repetitious words,
and
not have to stick to the. commercial side of
They both are forms of music, and the in·and blaring amplifiers the sole methods which
the
record
business in order to make money.
top selling _artists rely upon. Certainly, today's -tegration of the' solid dance beat and the philoRegardless of how serious - or intellectual
top 40 <:ontinue t9 rely heavily on the hard driv- sophical word were all but inevitable. The.
ing beat which is continually referred to as rock Everly Brothers, Ray· Charles, the Beatles and rock music does become, _music will always
and roll and which makes the younger genera- countless other groups and personalities com- e~ist because it is-universal.
tion want to. dance. However, more than ever bined their many styles and modes of music
"The Beat goes on . . . and .on . • • and
there are influences from all parts of the world. into a current popular trend. Although still mi's- on .•. !

By Gary Brown

~

-

Peter, Paul, and Mary are rated tops_ in the ·field of contemporary folk singers in.· the United States_.
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A Harden ing Subjec t

Pottery takes shape before eyes.

Hands Jearn to work with precision in class.

Ceramics is a hard subiect. Hard in that the materials you
work with harden into delightful
shapes and designs at the whim of
the craftsmen who give the clay its
form.
Art majors in ceramics like their
work and spend many free hours
trying tc;> create n.ew and ima_g inative objects with the modern tools
supplied them by the University.

Base spins as coed shapes clay.
11 I
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Elabora-t e equipment is used -for simple operation.

Working with wet clay is m~ssy job.

I

-

S.t udents · must · be cbrrifortable· while ~working.
.

. ~.1

Large _supply of clay is bandy.
Finished works lie on displ~y on_shelf of ceramigs classroom .when. they're , ~ry.
.
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The Girls

_, ,i, , ~ - , .,.,,,;;;;:;..~¥c, , , , ,~ - -USFGirl .Watchers
-

··~~'- -"\'lr~~~~~..

Watch

•t::~;..

.....

As summer approaches and
the days be.come longer, dorm
residents' visits to nearby sunbathing spots become- .:: more renumerative.
Sa1e of binoculars at ne~rby
stores also soar as the male segment of the student body seeks to
find better ways of eavesdropping on what the opposite sex is
doing.

Expert girlwatcher zeros ir:i on subject of his hobby.

, Coed studies in the sun as'others study her.

Grass is a hard mattress for hundreds of USF sunbathers who spend t~e hot summer days tanning ·themsel~es. -

14 /
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Girls spend lots of time at gossip while boy-watching at _Argos pool.

An

atte~pt

to get friend!s attention?

U.S.,F. .BOOK STORE.
.

.

~

Reclining position s~tems to offe~ · more uniform tan.

..:

Leopard skin bathing suit makes ·for good watching at left, coeds chat ·about daily problems · at right•
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